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FOREWORD

Foreword

Ensuring fast economic recovery in the event of a major terrorist attack is critical, and insurance plays
a central role in this respect. Following the events of September 2001, the OECD had developed extensive
work on the issue of the financial management of terrorism risk. A large conference on terrorism and other
large-scale risks, gathering top decision makers and experts in the field, was organised in 2004. The
resulting conference proceedings "Catastrophic Risks and Insurance" and the 2005 report on ―Terrorism
Risk Insurance in OECD Countries‖ attracted considerable attention.
Five years later, a conference was organised at the OECD Headquarters, under the auspices of the
Organisation‘s High-level Advisory Board on the Financial Management of Catastrophes, at the initiative
and in association with the Australian terrorism insurance program . The heads of all the national terrorism
insurance programs of OECD member countries as well as of Israel and Russia, and more than 100
representatives from government, top decision makers from the industry (insurers, reinsurers, risk
modeling firms) as well as experts of leading research institutions participated in what was the largest ever
gathering of key players in terrorism insurance.
The aim of this conference was to review the current status of terrorism risk insurance programs
established in 11 OECD countries as well as terrorism (re)insurance market trends; to provide some
insights on whether insurance solutions can be viewed as adequate compared to the level and
characteristics of terrorism risk, and to learn from best practices. This publication presents the proceedings
of the conference.
One of the main outcomes of the meeting was the creation of an OECD international platform on
terrorism risk insurance. Very little regulatory and market information is currently available on a
comparable basis to monitor the evolution of national schemes, assess market trends, and identify and
share best practices to continuously improve current terrorism insurance solutions. Yet, the heads of
terrorism insurance programs, who met in a closed session just before the Conference, agreed that those in
charge of terrorism risk insurance would benefit from cooperation to better manage their programs in the
light of the global terrorism theat. This conviction led to the creation of a permanent international platform
on the financial coverage of terrorism risk under the aegis of the OECD High-level Advisory Board. The
establishment of this platform was announced at the Conference.
The new OECD platform will monitor the evolution of national systems of terrorism insurance as well
as market trends, providing a useful source of information for risk managers and the insurance sector as
well as governments. It will also foster the development of best practices on financial prevention,
mitigation and compensation of terrorism risk, and facilitate policy dialogue and co-ordination. While it
will serve the countries where a national terrorism insurance system has been established, it will also
benefit those countries that currently have no national scheme (two-thirds of OECD countries and nearly
all non-member countries) but are considering some form of national response to the terrorism insurance
challenge.
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The OECD Conference on terrorism insurance was organised by Cécile Vignial, Principal
Administrator at the OECD Directorate for Financial and Enterprise affairs, and benefited from the close
co-operation of Erwann Michel-Kerjan, Chair of the OECD High-level Advisory Board on the Financial
Management of Catastrophes, and Neil Weeks, CEO of the Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation, as
well as of the assistance and technical support of Angélique Servin. The OECD is grateful to the authors of
papers and reports for their contribution to this publication, and more generally to all the speakers at the
conference. The views expressed here are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect those of the OECD Insurance and Private Pensions Committee, the Secretariat or the member or
non-member countries.
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CHAPTER 1: THE INFREQUENCY OF MAJOR SUCCESSFUL TERRORIST ATTACKS

On Christmas Day, 2009, a former president of the Islamic Society at University College London,
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, came within a detonation of bringing down a transatlantic airliner flying into
Detroit. He is the fourth president of a London student Islamic society to face terrorist charges in three
years. A fortnight later, at London‘s Old Vic Theatre, a revival of John Guare‘s classic play ‗Six Degrees
of Separation‘ opened, reminding Londoners how small is the world of social networks, and encouraging
the thought that terrorist networks might not be so hard to dismantle. The public discourse on counterterrorism intelligence is usually presented in a qualitative way, which is natural given the administrative
training of the leaders of intelligence and law enforcement agencies. A quantitative analysis is presented
of the intelligence challenge of gaining entry into terrorist networks, and interdicting terrorist plots.
Avoiding a further slide towards a surveillance society, counter-radicalization is shown to be the key to
mitigating terrorism risk to citizens in Europe and North America.
1. Introduction
Since 9/11, the homelands of the western alliance (North America, Western Europe, and Australia),
have been exposed to more than sixty macro-terror plots, aimed at causing significant loss. Yet only a few
of these have not been interdicted by the collective efforts of the intelligence agencies, and of those where
intelligence lapses allowed the target to be approached, only a few actually succeeded in causing
significant loss: the Madrid rail bombings of 11 March 2004; and the London transport bombings of 7 July
2005. There have been some very close calls where attack weaponry failed, including the attempts in
December 2002 and 2009 to blow up transatlantic planes using explosives secreted in footwear and
underwear; the London transport bomb plot of 21 July 2005; and the London nightclub car bomb plot of
29 June 2007.
Prior to the Al Qaeda Jihad, the basic empirical benchmark interdiction rates have been the 80%
achieved by British counter-terrorism forces during the IRA campaign in England, and the 90% achieved
by Israeli counter-terrorism forces during the second Palestinian Intifada. The public expectation in Israel
of flawless security is termed the ‗90-10 paradox.‘ Even if 90% of plots are foiled, it is by the 10% which
were not that the security services are remembered. Commenting after the London bombings of July 7,
2005, the director-general of MI5, Eliza Manningham-Buller, remarked that „MI5 would have to be the size
of the Stasi to have the chance of stopping every possible attack, and even then, it would be unlikely that it
would succeed.‟ This is a stark commentary on the superior capabilities and powers that police states have
in combating dissidents.
Excellent communication is a paramount skill for the head of an intelligence agency. Clear writing is
essential for clear analysis, and, as a former teacher of English, Manningham-Buller was punctilious over
English grammar. Her female predecessor as head of MI5, Stella Rimington, has become a spy novelist.
As the centennial historian of MI5, Christopher Andrew (2009), has pointed out, it is not necessary for the
head of an intelligence agency to have specific technical skills, such as in foreign languages or
cryptography, since these can be delegated. But, in so far as the war on terror has become an exercise in
risk management, as Christopher Coker (2009) has argued and the Iraq War has spotlighted, quantitative
terrorism risk analysis might be accorded higher priority. Yet, it is qualitative risk analysis that remains
the foundation of public policy decision-making. The fallibility of security against terrorism attack is
expressed in the police chief dictum, „It is not a matter of if, but when‟. This is true of all extreme hazards.
As for earthquakes, so also for terrorist attacks, the process of quantifying the likelihood of extreme events
provides instructive insight for their cost-effective risk management.
Elaborate computer models for terrorism threat prediction, such as developed for US government
contracts, have been criticized by Sageman (2008) for preconceived false notions of how terrorist networks
behave. The purpose of this paper is to present a basic quantitative model of plot interdiction which is
grounded on terrorist network behavior, and captures the key elements of the interdiction process. The
8
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outcome can be used to support risk-informed public policy decisions, especially with regard to emphasis
in progressing counter-radicalization campaigns alongside the tightening of security.
2. Interdiction
The efforts of the intelligence and law enforcement services to interdict plots is crucial for mitigating
terrorism risk. As Magnus Ranstorp has pointed out: „Once a terrorist moves towards his target, half the
battle is already lost‟. All conspiracies organize to maintain operational secrecy as far as possible. The
internal organizational structure can vary from top-down to bottom-up, with some plots being directed
from a centralized leadership, and others being inspired by the central leadership, but emanating from more
decentralized planning.
Regardless of the internal structure of a terrorist cell, the key to its dismantling is the same as for
storming a fortress, namely managing to find an entry point into the cell network. Once one member has
been identified, then close surveillance of his movements and communications can unravel the network
and ultimately expose most if not all of the other cell members. Thus, even though a Jihadi terrorist cell
may be internally organized to minimize the potential for the leakage of plot information, a plot
nevertheless can be compromised if a single entry point can be found into the cell network. Any cell
member may inadvertently provide an entry point into the plot network through a link outside the network.
A dangerous external link can occur in various ways, which are detailed below.
A cell member may come into contact with someone who happens to be an informant or member of
the intelligence services, or who happens to be under surveillance by the intelligence services. This contact
can arise via a personal meeting or phone or electronic communication within the community supportive of
the Jihad, e.g. through the extended family, a mosque, an Islamist gathering such as organized by a college
or Islamist society such as Hizb-ut-Tahrir, a Muslim training and fitness centre, or even an Islamic
bookshop as posited by ex-MI5 head, Stella Rimington.
Alternatively, the contact can arise through a virtual online meeting in a Jihadi forum. Almost all
U.S. intelligence agencies, the Pentagon and the National Security Agency monitor Jihadi forums with a
large number of Arabic-speaking agents. Likewise, Israel and neighboring Arab states have many Arabicspeaking agents tracking Jihadi forums. Intelligence agent postings may be outspoken in their advocacy of
violence, and have been effective in luring potential terrorists.
2.1. Lucky Leads
An entry point into a plot network can also emerge through contacts outside the community
supportive of the Jihad. There may be suspicions of ill-intent amongst the mainstream Muslim community.
The Lakawanna group came under suspicion when an anonymous letter from an Arab-American arrived at
the FBI building in Buffalo, New York. The letter named those who had received terrorist training and
been recruited by Al Qaeda. In Britain, Isa Andrew Ibrahim, who was convicted in July 2009 of terrorist
offences, was largely unknown to UK police until contacted by Muslims deeply concerned about his
radical views and chemical experiments.
Public vigilance can also provide an entry point into a plot network. A Circuit City employee became
alarmed while transferring the video of a Jihadi training session onto DVD for the Fort Dix plotters,
convicted in 2008. The storage of a large quantity of fertilizer for an inordinate length of time aroused
public suspicion and assisted the interdiction of a major UK bomb plot. The police may also stumble
across a plot through observing suspicious behavior, such as photographic reconnaissance or pseudomilitary training, or through making a fortuitous discovery of terrorist attack plans. This happened in
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Torrance, California, during a routine police investigation of a gas station robbery in 2005. An apartment
search uncovered documentation on modes of attack by ‗Al Qaeda in California‘.
Whilst head of the Metropolitan Police counter-terrorism unit, Peter Clarke noted that few
prosecutions have yet originated from community intelligence. Based on US and UK experience since
9/11, between 10% and 15% of plots are interdicted through happenstance: a chance discovery or
encounter, or timely tip off from the vigilant public. If plots were only foiled through such luck or in Jihadi
parlance ‗as God wills‘, terrorism would not be controllable. Indeed, in countries of the developing world
where the security services are poorly funded and trained, ineffective, corrupt or compromised, the
contribution of intelligence to supplement this basic chance level of interdiction can be very modest. By
contrast, in the countries of the western alliance, where the intelligence services are professional, reliable
and coordinated, systematic intelligence gathering is rewarded with a far superior interdiction rate.
But the level of interdiction is subject to a false negative error rate of intelligence leads which are not
adequately followed up to prevent a terrorist attack. From observations since 9/11, this loss of efficiency
more or less cancels out the gain in efficiency due to lucky leads arising. Thus good luck in receiving tipoff information is offset by the incorrect judgement call in not following through with initial contacts.
Corresponding to a person such as Isa Andrew Ibrahim, arrested after a tip off, is a person of intelligence
interest such as Nicky Reilly, who was monitored, but was discounted as a credible threat because of his
autism. In May 2008, he went as far as setting off a nail bomb in a restaurant, but it malfunctioned and
injured only himself. Circumstances can arise where a stroke of luck in plot discovery may not actually
interdict a plot, because it is not followed up adequately. On 2 May 2004, an off-duty policeman stumbled
across the 21 July 2005, London bombers training in the Lake District of Northwest England. A
surveillance team was called in and photographed them, but the bombers were not kept monitored, and
their attack took place.
3. Two Degrees of Separation
Valdis Krebs (2002) has been prominent in developing social network analysis as a mathematical
method for connecting the intelligence dots. His analysis of the 9/11 terrorist network is particularly
illuminating. Two suspected terrorists linked to Al Qaeda, Nawaf Al-Hazmi and Khalid Al-Midhar, were
covertly photographed attending a meeting in Malaysia in January 2000. One of the chief suspects in the
bombing of the USS Cole later in October 2000 happened also to be present at this meeting. Krebs has
pointed out that all nineteen of the 9/11 hijackers were within two degrees of separation of these two
suspects known to the CIA in early 2000. A key hub linking the hijackers was Mohammed Atta.
Current intelligence practise adopts the findings of this lesson on terrorist networks. According to a
former staff member at the National Security Agency, ‗Analysts start with a suspect and spider-web
outward, looking at everyone he contacts, and everyone those people contact, until the list includes
thousands of names. Before individuals are actually wiretapped, computers sort through flows of metadata, information about who is contacting whom by phone or e-mail.‟ By building up concentric circles of
information, connecting each suspect to others, intelligence agencies can piece together a conspiracy,
without needing the intrusive authority to mine information on entire civilian populations, which would
jeopardize fundamental civil liberties.
Such is the extent of the social network of radicalized supporters of the Jihad who are within two
degrees of separation of terrorist suspects, that any new conspiracy against the homelands of the western
alliance has a significant chance of being discovered through a dangerous link. The likelihood of link
detection can be estimated.
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3.1. Likelihood of link detection
The overwhelming majority of Muslims deplore political violence. However, a small radicalized
minority are supportive of the Jihad in that they would condone political violence, and turn a blind eye to
any plot information of which they became aware. Omar Bakri Mohammed, the founder of Al Muhajiroun
in UK flaunted his approval of martyrdom missions and his non-cooperation with British police terrorist
investigations. Within the ranks of radicalized Muslims are the extremists who would be prepared to have
some secondary or peripheral involvement with a plot, to assist the hard-core men of violence. Abdullah
Azzam, the mentor of Osama bin Laden, defined this segmentation of the radicalized Muslim community
as follows: „A small group: they are the ones who carry convictions for this religion. An even smaller
group are the ones who flee from this worldly life in order to act upon these convictions. And an even
smaller group from this elite group are the ones who sacrifice their souls and their blood.‟
Recruitment of a Jihadi terrorist cell would draw upon the latter two categories. Apart from contacts
within the cell, each terrorist cell operative will have some links with the broader radicalized community,
quite confident they would not assist substantively with any terrorism probe. Consider a link between a
terrorist cell operative and a member of the radicalized community. Of significance in terrorism threat
assessment is the likelihood that such a link would be detected by the intelligence and law enforcement
agencies.
First, a terrorist cell operative is likely to have links with some extremists, e.g. Jihadi leaders such as
Omar Bakri Mohammed or radical clerics such as Anwar Al Awlaki, well known by the operative to be
under intelligence watch. Communication with such known extremists is only slightly hazardous, because
they are major Jihadi network hubs, with a proliferation of links to a large body of supporters of the Jihad,
making it hard to distinguish the few with actual violent intent.
Apart from linkage with well known extremists, a terrorist cell operative may have some links with
other extremists who happen also to be under surveillance, although such intelligence activities remain
secret and clandestine. Such links would provide opportune cell entry points, as would haphazard linkage
with informants or covert intelligence officers.
In UK, assessment of the likelihood of such link detection is greatly facilitated by the greater
openness of MI5 after the 7 July 2005 bombings, for which they were criticized by the families of the
victims. As of November 2007, MI5 admitted to keeping under constant surveillance 2000 people directly
connected to Islamist terrorist plots. According to the director-general, Jonathan Evans, countless more are
involved in fundraising, helping people to travel to Afghanistan, Pakistan and Somalia, and providing
equipment, support and propaganda. Based on surveys, Al Qaeda is admired by about 60,000 UK
Muslims, in the category most prone to become drawn into violent extremism.
MI5 currently employs around 3,500 people, the great majority of whom are engaged in counterterrorism. Given that there are about 1350 mosques in UK, there may be around a thousand agents or
informants embedded within the radicalized Muslim community. So, apart from the 2000 individuals under
surveillance, another 1000 moles would also be dangerous for a terrorist cell operative to contact. In
terrorist jargon code, they would be ‗contagious‘. The chance that a general member of the radicalized
Muslim community might be either under clandestine surveillance or be an informant is estimated at about
(2000+1000)/60,000 = 1/20. Thus a link to this radicalized community from a terrorist cell operative has a
1/20 chance of leading to uncloaking. The larger the number of admirers of Al Qaeda, the smaller this
chance is, and the better for conspirators. This situation is corroborated by the disclosure by MI5, in May
2009, that in the run up to the 7 July 2005 London transport bombings, because of the numerous leads from
the radicalized community, they could properly track only 1/20 of the people it connected with terrorist
cells.
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This comparatively modest chance of spotting a terrorist link amidst the background noise of a crowd
of Jihad supporters is reasonably consistent with the statistics of the Terrorist Screening Data Base
(TSDB). The Christmas Day 2009 airliner plot has focused attention on the fact that fewer than 4000
names from the 400,000 Terrorist Screening Data Base (TSDB) are on the no-fly list, while an additional
14,000 are on a selectee list that calls for mandatory secondary screening. The ratio of the numbers in the
combined selectee and no-fly lists to the numbers in the Terrorist Screening Data Base is then slightly
under 1/20.
3.2. Network Entry Likelihood
Consider a cell network with N operatives. Entry into the network may be gained if a cell operative
has a link with an informant, or a radicalized Jihad supporter unwittingly under surveillance. As a guide to
the average number of links an operative might have with the radicalized Jihadi community, statistics on
the ratio of terrorism convictions to arrests are relevant, because a sweep of a terrorist cell with the
impounding of computers will tend initially to trawl in their radicalized contacts.
As with
Dr. Mohammad Asha, a Jordanian neurosurgeon working in an English hospital, who was acquitted of any
involvement in the London and Glasgow terrorist attacks on 29 and 30 June 2008, an association with a
suspect may be initial grounds for police questioning and arrest.
In UK, which has suffered the largest number of Jihadi plots of any western country since 9/11, the
most recent figures up to 2008 show there have been 200 terrorism convictions against a total number of
terrorism-related arrests of over 1450. This suggests that a cell of N operatives might, on average, have
about 6N contacts within the radicalized community.
Each operative is likely to have individual links with an extended family, Jihadi forums and websites
relating to their designated function within the cell, Islamist societies, Muslim organizations, mosques,
Islamic stores, etc. Accordingly, the minimum number of links of a cell to the radicalized community is
estimated to be 3N. With 6N being the average number of cell links, prudence and vigilance suggest for
any operative a practical upper bound of about 10 links to the radicalized community distinct from those of
other cell members.
3.3. Cell Size Dependence
According to MI5, the 2000 people under surveillance form an estimated 230 networks suspected of
links to terrorism. This corresponds to an average of about 8 operatives per network. This happens to be
the number of terrorists in Dhiren Barot‘s network convicted in 2006/7 of terrorist offences. Included
among the cell were specialists in bomb manufacture, architecture, building security systems, surveillance
and driving. For major macro-terror attacks, involving meticulous preparation and professional terrorism
trade-craft, a minimum of two operatives would be needed to generate a significant loss with a reasonably
high chance of logistical and technical success.
For the failing state heartlands of Al Qaeda Central, namely Afghanistan/Pakistan, Yemen and
Somalia, the lack of state control of terrorist operations is accounted for by centralizing involvement in any
western plot at the node of the mastermind. Al Qaeda freedom to develop and test weaponry and conduct
training in these regions with little state impediment is of course the rationale for western involvement
there.
For values of cell size N varying from 1 to 10, the interdiction probability for a cell plot is calculated
by a computer simulation process which considers a large number of possible alternative external link
configurations for the cell operatives. For each configuration, the total number of distinct external cell links
to radicalized supporters of the Jihad and informants is enumerated, and the interdiction probability is
12
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calculated as the complement of the likelihood that no cell link is dangerous. The chance of any dangerous
‗contagious‘ link compromising the cell is taken to be 1/20.
Cell Size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Plot Interdiction

0.26

0.46

0.60

0.70

0.78

0.84

0.88

0.91

0.93

0.95

Probability
Table 1. Table 1: Dependence of plot interdiction probability on cell size

4. Notable non-interdicted plots since 2006
The high interdiction rates achieved by the western alliance since 9/11 reflect the fact that most of the
major plots against the western alliance homelands have involved four or more operatives. Since the
Madrid rail bombings of 2004 and the London transport attacks of 2005, the intelligence constraints on
large plots have been considerably tightened. However, for plots involving small cells of two or three, with
a compact profile and small external footprint, interdiction rates are lower.
4.1. The German rail attacks of July 2006
In July 2006, two bombs were found on trains in Dortmund and Koblenz in Germany. Because of a
construction flaw, the propane gas tank bombs, which apparently used designs found on the internet, failed
to detonate. Two Lebanese men, Hajj Dib and Jihad Hamad, who had come to Germany to study, were
caught on CCTV placing the suitcase bombs on the trains while halted at Cologne station. Hajj Dib, who
had been angered by the publication of Danish cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad, had links with
extremist groups in Lebanon. His co-conspirator, Jihad Hamad, was arrested in his native Lebanon in
August 2006 after fleeing Germany. Hajj Dib stood trial in Germany, was convicted and given a life
sentence, reflecting the proximity of the safe German train system to suffering the terrorism mass casualty
levels witnessed in London in 2005.
4.2. The London/Glasgow attacks of 29 and 30 June 2007
Another small cell which succeeded in developing a plot which was not interdicted was that formed
by Bilal Abdulla and Kafeel Ahmed. On June 29, 2008, they attempted to bomb the Tiger nightclub in
Central London, using a car loaded with propane gas tanks. When this failed, they returned to Scotland
and rammed an SUV into Glasgow airport terminal the following day. Kafeel Ahmed subsequently died
of his burns. A search of Kafeel Ahmed‘s computer retrieved from his Bangalore home turned up a large
quantity of Jihadi material, which had been influential in shaping the plot strategy. For the material
included downloads of the voluminous teachings of Abu Musab Al Suri, a noted theorist of the Jihad. His
masterwork, ‗Call for a Global Islamic resistance‘, espoused the operational value of network
decentralization, epitomized by this plot. What few links the conspirators had with the radicalized Muslim
community, including Hizb-ut-Tahrir, they were insufficient to draw the attention of MI5.
During the period 1992-1997, Al Suri lived mostly in Spain and then in London, where he worked
with the media unit of the Algerian GIA. He was instrumental in setting up the notorious Al Qaeda cell led
by Abu Dahdah in Spain. The Madrid rail bomb attack of March 11, 2004, is an example of a successful
operation by a sizeable cell, which was actually quite close to interdiction. Abu Dahdah‘s phone number
was known to one of the plot ringleaders, Jamal Zougam. Prior to the bombings, his apartment had been
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raided by Spanish police, following the arrest of Al Qaeda operative David Courtailler, who had Zougam‘s
name in his address book.
4.3. The airline bomb plot of 25 December 2009
The December 2001 airline shoe bomb plot involved two British operatives, Richard Reid and Saajit
Badat. They were both in contact with Nizar Trabelsi, who was arrested in Brussels following information
extracted from Djamel Beghal, a senior Al Qaeda officer, who had been arrested in Dubai earlier in the
year. Analysis of phone card communication with Trabelsi was to lead to Badat‘s subsequent arrest and
conviction, but might have helped earlier to interdict the plot, which proceeded despite Trabelsi‘s arrest.
Eight years later, another airline bomb plot might also have been interdicted, but was not. This plot
was smaller, involving one suicide operative rather than two. The father of the alleged bomber, Umar
Farouk Abdulmutallab, had tipped off the US embassy in Lagos with concern over his son‘s radicalization,
and intelligence had been collected on the involvement of a Nigerian in a plot. Furthermore, whilst in
London, he did have some contacts known as extremist targets of MI5 interest. But, as president of the
Islamic Society at University College London, it would be unsurprising if the Nigerian banker‘s son shared
the radical politics of speakers at an event he organised in January 2007, featuring talks on Guantánamo
Bay, prison torture and the war on terror.
Six months before, at Islam Expo, a major Muslim congress in London, the assertion by British
member of parliament, George Galloway, that „Israel, UK, and USA are the axis of evil‟ was greeted with
rapturous applause by a Muslim audience that largely sympathized with the Jihad, even if not sporting the
Mujahid T-shirts openly on sale. In the aftermath of the airline bomb plot, a public policy intelligence
analyst, Amy Zegart, made the remark, echoed elsewhere that, „It could only have been more obvious if the
guy had been wearing a T-shirt, saying I‟m a terrorist.‟ It is clear that errors in intelligence analysis were
made, but all too many Muslims would condone such T-shirts. Popular sympathy for the Jihad would have
made it very difficult for MI5 to have distinguished Abdulmutallab from numerous other Muslim college
students in Britain who earnestly espoused Islamist ideals.
4.4. The Times Square Plot of 1 May 2010
After being alerted by a vigilant street trader in Times Square on the evening of Saturday, May 1,
New York authorities found a crude but potentially powerful bomb in a smoking SUV. The Nissan
Pathfinder contained three propane tanks, fireworks, two five-gallon gasoline containers and a metal locker
packed with eight bags of fertilizer. An American citizen of Pakistani descent, Faisal Shahzad, was
responsible for the failed attack. The lack of tradecraft associated with this plot partially reflects the
absence of other skilled conspirators to assist in the procurement of materials and bomb manufacture.
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Conclusions
In the aftermath of 9/11, there was doubt as to whether as high a general interdiction rate in western
countries as 80% might be achieved against Al Qaeda. According to the director-general of MI5, Jonathan
Evans, in a speech delivered at his alma mater, Bristol University, in October 2009: ‗After 9/11, the UK
and other western countries were faced with the fact that the terrorist threat posed by Al Qaeda was
indiscriminate, global and massive. We have a better understanding of the nature and scope of Al Qaeda's
capabilities but we did not have that understanding in the period immediately after 9/11‟.
Part of this better understanding of Al Qaeda‘s capabilities is an appreciation of the benefits of
expanded intelligence operations in interdicting terrorist plots. Especially since the London transport
bombings of 2005, the increased resources allocated to intelligence agencies have been instrumental in
thwarting almost all the major plots against the western alliance homelands.
In an analysis of the patterns of links between Jihadi supporters, a tipping point was previously
identified (Woo, 2007) in the number of operatives collectively involved in conspiracies: too many
terrorists spoil the plot. The organization of large inter-linked plots, often favoured by Al Qaeda, makes
interdiction much easier. This has since been demonstrated in the unravelling of a number of significant
ambitious terrorist plots in Belgium, UK and USA linked back to the Al Qaeda mastermind, Rashid Rauf,
in Pakistan.
The analysis here affirms the high likelihood of interdiction of plots with sizeable cells. But it also
highlights vulnerability to plots with only a few cell members. A plot by a lone terrorist would only have a
comparatively modest chance of being interdicted, about 1 in 4. The loss that an individual can potentially
cause is of tragic dimensions, as shown by Mohammed Bouyeri‘s brutal assassination of Theo van Gogh in
Amsterdam in November 2004, and five years later by Major Nidal Hasan‘s shooting rampage at Fort
Hood, Texas on 5 November 2009. However, the loss level is typically on the scale of potential criminal
action. A fire attack on Milan‘s subway in 2002 was far less of a public safety concern than the audacious
2004 plan to set off C-4 explosives on multiple subway cars, as well as at the Duomo hub station in Milan.
A small cell of two or three could wreak havoc on a much larger scale, especially when advantage is
taken of a force multiplier like civil aviation. Accordingly, for the assurance of public safety, the
interdiction rate for such plots needs to be increased from a little above evens to around 3 in 4, which is
nearer to the level expected by the western public of counter-terrorism security.
In order to achieve a goal of an interdiction rate of 3 in 4 for plots emanating from small compact
cells, simulation analysis indicates that the link detection likelihood needs to be doubled from 1/20 to 1/10.
This can be realized through a combination of increasing the numbers under surveillance, enlisting more
informants, lowering the error rate in intelligence analysis, and reducing the size of the radicalized Jihadi
community. Whilst sustained growth in western intelligence capability has been welcome over the past few
years, a massive further expansion of surveillance activities would run counter to the civil libertarian
principles of the western democracies, in the protection of which extremism is being fought.
As embodied in the ICSR, the International Centre for the Study of Radicalization, inaugurated in
January 2008, counter-radicalization has become a mainstream international academic and diplomatic
focus. Progressive diminution in the size of the radicalized Muslim population would sharpen the
resolution of intelligence gathering, and raise the interdiction rate for small cell attacks of the kind assessed
by Bergen (2009) to be the predominant threat to the US homeland.
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The basic question Superintendent Wrynn posed during his address to the OECD can be summed up
simply: Is terrorism risk insurable in the voluntary market? He discussed the creation of a federal backstop
for terrorism insurance and its ongoing necessity.
Terrorism, by its very nature, is designed to be a high impact event, and the goal of most governments
is to reduce both the frequency and severity of a terrorist attack. While higher-frequency attacks are more
likely to be of low severity, the economic impact of a high-severity occurrence such as the 11 September
2001 attack on New York‘s World Trade Centre cannot be underestimated. The ability of the voluntary
marketplace to absorb this risk without severe economic dislocation is debatable at best.
Consider New York State, where Mr. Wrynn is Superintendent of Insurance and which suffered
serious economic and physical damage as a result of the September 11 attack. Of all cities in the United
States, New York has the greatest exposure to insured losses from a terrorist attack for a variety of reasons.
As the economic and financial centre of the United States, New York has the greatest concentration of
symbolic and economic targets, including icons such as the Empire State Building, the Statue of Liberty,
Yankee Stadium, Grand Central Terminal and the New York Stock Exchange. The city has 67 buildings
with 50 or more floors, a greater number than the next four cities in the United States combined.
A terrorist attack in New York would also have a disproportionate impact because of the density of its
population. New York‘s average density of 26,000 people per square mile is already more than double the
density of cities like Chicago and Boston. But it gets even worse when one looks at New York County –
Manhattan – which to most of the world is synonymous with New York City. In this most urban of the
city‘s boroughs, the population density skyrockets to 66,000 people per square mile.
Additionally, the city has survived two foreign terrorist attacks. Both were on the World Trade Centre
complex, the first occurring in 1993, and the second and deadlier event being the 2001 attack. The
symbolic value of a third attack on a similar high-profile target such as the Stock Exchange or the subway
system – one of only two 24-hour subway systems in the world, carrying more than five million passengers
on an average weekday – could prove irresistible.
These are among the reasons the risk modeling firm Risk Management Solutions, Inc., said in 2004
that about 50 percent of the nation‘s potential average annual insured loss due to terrorism is concentrated
in New York City.
Can the voluntary market sustain the losses likely due to a major terrorist attack? History offers
guidance.
The 11 Sept. 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon triggered a market availability
crisis for terrorism insurance in the United States. Total losses of USD 31.6 billion caused prices to go up,
coverage to be limited, and existing policies were cancelled.
Given the importance of adequate insurance as the foundation of economic activity, Congress reacted
by enacting the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 (TRIA), which, after two extensions, is now
scheduled to expire in 2014. TRIA is a temporary risk-sharing mechanism, allowing private insurers to
offer terrorism insurance with the assurance that the federal backstop will protect against catastrophic
losses these insurers do not have the ability to cover.
Here at the New York State Insurance Department, we worked with the federal Treasury Department
prior to TRIA‘s enactment to provide an understanding of the commercial lines market and identify and
provide the needed data elements. We also helped with the feasibility analysis of the legislative proposals.
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This was important because in the United States, insurance regulatory authority and thus expertise,
resides with the states. Until the recent creation of the Federal Insurance Office which was finally effected
in July 2010, there was no insurance expertise available at the federal level.
The insurance regulators of the states, commonwealths and territories of the United States voluntarily
associate through the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), which is directly
mentioned several times in TRIA. To facilitate coordination, the NAIC appointed a Terrorism Insurance
Implementation Working Group (TIIWG) to work with the staff of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Program
(TRIP) Office in the Treasury.
New York has chaired this group since its inception. In the beginning, the group discussed draft
regulations, coordinated the provision of insurance data for Treasury‘s use, and consulted on other
pertinent matters. It worked with TRIP staff to develop disclosure forms for insurers to inform
policyholders of TRIA requirements, and discussed in a regulator-to-regulator environment the types of
regulations and claim settlement procedures needed to administer the program.
But mechanics aside, the lasting legacy of TIIWG‘s work is TRIA, so it is important to look at what
TRIA is and whether it has worked.
Despite some inaccurate media descriptions, TRIA is not a reinsurance program. Insurers do not pay a
premium for coverage; program funding occurs post event through a policy surcharge the next program
year. That surcharge cannot exceed 3%.
TRIA is a loss-sharing mechanism, where the United States Treasury pays a specified percentage of
insured terrorism losses above an insurer deductible amount to participating insurers. Currently, that
aggregate deductible is USD 27.5 billion. The deductible for each insurer is the value of its direct earned
premiums for commercial property and casualty insurance for the immediately preceding calendar year
multiplied by 20%.
Federal payment is 85% of that portion of the insured losses that exceeds the applicable insurer
deductible, capped at USD 100 billion.
Whether TRIA has worked seems obvious. Despite the continued threat of terrorist attack, the markets
for terrorism insurance in the United States have remained calm. Availability is not an issue because of the
mandatory ―make available‖ requirements contained in TRIP, and the federal shared loss feature address
timing risk for insurers.
Still, another significant terrorist event could trigger market uncertainty, and iconic buildings and
large metropolitan areas seem to be most at risk of a terrorist attack. Given these uncertainties and given
complete free choice, most insurers would choose not to write coverage for acts of terrorism or would
choose to write very limited amounts of coverage. They are simply not events insurance can price.
That would pose an unacceptable risk for our economic system. The national defense of the United
States requires a strong, functioning free market system, and in the face of the terrorist threat, TRIA has
enabled that system to function in defiance of the terrorist threat at minimal cost to taxpayers.
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The French Terrorism insurance scheme, Gestion de l'Assurance et de la Réassurance contre les
Attentats (GAREAT), is a co-reinsurance pool that was put together in the aftermath of the September 11,
2001, terrorist attack in the United States and the threat posed by the explosion at the AZF plant ten days
later in Toulouse, France. The ―correlation‖ between the various insurance lines of business that were
affected by the terrorist attack in the United States, in conjunction with the scale of the insured and
economic losses, forced the world to think differently about this new type of terrorist acts with potential for
large-scale economic impact worldwide.
At that time, reinsurance capacity worldwide was very limited, because insurers had already shifted a
major part of their risks to reinsurers. Insurers — and consequently insured parties — were faced with
inadequate reinsurance coverage for terrorism risks. In September 1986, French law made the coverage of
terrorism risks mandatory, so France was obliged to find a market reinsurance solution, and this resulted in
the creation of GAREAT, which has been operating since 1 January 2002.
From the outset, GAREAT was designed as a public-private partnership between insurance companies,
the French professional insurance associations FFSA and GEMA, reinsurers, and the French State. It is
mandated by its members to manage the insurance and reinsurance aspects of Property Damage and
Consequential Loss caused by terrorist acts originating and occurring in French territory or in the Overseas
French departments, which affects most non-life lines of business except for marine, aviation and cyber
risks and third-party liability.
GAREAT Fundamentals
GAREAT is based on the ―mutualisation‖ principle: its members share the risks ―from the ground up‘
under the first co-reinsurance layer, which they retain. To eliminate the danger of risk deselection, which
would be detrimental to the ―mutualisation‖ principle, members have to cede their entire book of business
within the scope of GAREAT coverage.
The choice of Annual Aggregate Excess of Loss reinsurance allows members to precisely calculate
their maximum annual terrorism loss and to evaluate the impact on their assets, unless a loss is caused by
damage outside the scope of Article 126 -2 of the Insurance Code. In the latter case, the damage which is
excluded from the French State guarantee and is covered by GAREAT falls back into the scheme‘s
retention. The joint and several liability of members in a given section led GAREAT to impose strict
solvency rules on reinsurers and members wishing to participate in reinsurance programmes — in order to
protect the credit risk pertaining to members; for the same reason, retrocession by members or reinsurers of
their shares in GAREAT is forbidden.
The Waiver of Recourse Agreement in respect of motor insurance business is another basic feature of
GAREAT. When a land vehicle is used in the perpetration of an act of terrorism, members who, in
application of contracts ceded to GAREAT, have indemnifiable victims — in respect of physical damage or
interruption of business — waive all rights of subrogation against the insurer and owner of the vehicle
concerned, which they might otherwise enjoy.
Development of the scheme
Today‘s scheme is the outcome of a development marked by several important measures adopted
between 2001 and 2010, as outlined below.
On 19 December 2001, a Waiver of Recourse Agreement concerning motor insurance business was
signed with the FFSA and with GEMA in respect of the ―Large Risks‖ section. Nonetheless, the
undertaking to waive recourse is binding on all members of the ―Large Risks‖ and ―Small and Mediumsized Risks‖ sections, be they members of the FFSA or of GEMA or not.
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Initially the scheme only covered large risks with insured values above EUR 6 million (the amount of
the insurance threshold for ceding risks to the ―Large Risks‖ section).
In 2005 a second section was set up along the same lines as ―Large Risks‖, and this provided coverage
for small risks with sums insured below EUR 6 million.
On 23 January 2006 the law amended the Insurance Code, making it mandatory for property policies
to cover damage caused by terrorist acts (even if the cause originated outside France) and damage caused
by nuclear, biological, chemical and radiological (NBCR) events. This was a year in which GAREAT had
to convince reinsurers to cover NBCR exposure in both sections. NBCR coverage was first granted on an
unrestricted basis by all of GAREAT‘s reinsurers in January 2007.
At the onset of the financial crisis, GAREAT strengthened the solvency rules applicable to reinsurers
and started to monitor the ―IFS‖ rating of its reinsurers and members on a daily basis.
Further changes were made on 1 January 2010. The threshold for transfers to the ―Large Risks‖
Section, which had not been altered since GAREAT‘s creation, was raised to EUR 20 million. This measure
had implications for the trigger-point of the unlimited French State guarantee, which was lowered to
EUR 2 billion to reflect the reduction of exposure (following the withdrawal of the portfolio of mediumsized risks between EUR 6 and 20 million). It also raised the threshold of the ―Small Risks‖ section to
EUR 20 million so that the risk book of between EUR 6 and 20 million (henceforth excluded from the
―Large Risks‖ section) could be transferred to the ―Small Risks‖ section, which was renamed ―Small and
Medium-sized Risks Section.
GAREAT in 2010
GAREAT‟s members are insurance companies licensed to operate in France and in the Overseas
Departments.
The ―Large Risks‖ section is obligatory for insurance companies that are members of the FFSA and of
the GEMA and for those wishing to benefit from the unlimited French State guarantee. It is supported by
192 members, including 18 captive insurance companies of large corporations (which have direct
membership) and 54 Lloyd‘s Syndicates with which GAREAT deals through their representation office in
Paris. The members belong to insurance groups from 14 different countries: USA, Bermuda, Australia,
Japan, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Spain and
Switzerland.
The ―Small and Medium-sized risks‖ section is optional, and GAREAT‘s market share is roughly
11%. It is supported by 65 members, including 45 who also participate in the ―Large Risks‖ section. They
belong to groups located in nine countries: USA, Japan, France, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Portugal, and Switzerland.
To explain the above, risks with insured values below EUR 20 million are ceded to the ―Small and
Medium-sized Risks‖ section, and those with insured values above EUR 20 million are ceded to the ―Large
risks‖ section.
The same reinsurance model has been maintained for both sections, based on Annual Aggregate
Excess of Loss reinsurance programmes applicable to losses occurring between 1 January and
31 December. The co-reinsurance layer, which is ―mutualised‖ between all members of the same section,
is followed by several reinsurance layers which are reinsured by international reinsurers and by a few
GAREAT members (the terms of these layers are renegotiated every year). These layers are followed by
unlimited agreements which are 100% reinsured by Caisse Centrale de Réassurance (CCR).
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The unlimited reinsurance guarantee for terrorism risk granted by the French State is negotiated for a
three-year period, and has most recently been renewed for the period 1 January 2010 to 2013. It is relayed
to GAREAT by unlimited capacity treaties negotiated with CCR. The unlimited treaty signed with CCR
applies globally to all members of GAREAT‘s ―Large Risks‖ section in excess of EUR 2 billion, and
GAREAT negotiates the price of the treaty with CCR every year. While it applies separately to each carrier
of ―small and medium-sized‖ risks — in excess of a retainer specific to each risk carrier, whether or not a
GAREAT member — it is negotiated directly by the carrier with CCR.
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As it is ―non-profit‖ organisation, at the close of each underwriting year GAREAT returns the residual
premium to its members; it retains no equalization provisions, which have to be set up by each member
individually.
GAREAT premiums for the two sections from 2002 through 2010 (estimated) amount to over EUR 2.2
billion, of which 47% is allocated to the reinsurers, 12% to CCR in respect of the unlimited coverage, and
roughly 41% is returned to members.
GAREAT‟s premium rates are independent of those charged by members: they vary depending on the
sum insured (with the exception of the premium on nuclear risks, which is 24% regardless of the sums
insured).
For the ―Large Risks‖ section, the rates apply to the property premium on the risks ceded individually
to GAREAT. To benefit from a 20% rate reduction, members can purchase terrorism coverage for just 20%
of the sums insured under the risks (in which case the sums insured are not reduced below EUR 20 million,
thereby allowing the rate reduction). GAREAT cannot refuse a member‘s request for such a reduction,
although it does not recommend it.
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Categories

Total sum insured

Large Risk Section
GAREAT premium
rates

B

≥ 20 000 000 - < 50 000 000 euros

12%

C

≥ 50 000 000 euros

18%

D

Discount, reinsurance captures

Special rating

enjoying special rating, or exceptional tariffs
E

Nuclear Risks

24%

GAREAT rates for small and medium-sized risks depend on the sum insured category: they vary with
the line of business covered and apply to the premium income of the member within the line of business.

Categories of C4 statements
or their equivalent

Small and Medium-sized Risk Section
GAREAT premium rates
Rates

Rates

< 6 million euros

≥6<
20 million euros

Category 23: “Motor excluding liability” Income

0.10%

4.00%

Category 24: Personal life risks

0.80%

4.00%

Category 25: Professional risks
(where necessary, deduct the amount of the
premiums ceded to the “Large Risks” sector)

1.20%

4.00%

Category 262: Agricultural risks

0.60%

4.00%

Category 35: Contractor All Risks (P D only)
“Property Damage”
breakdown

premiums

with

4.00%
no

1.20%

4.00%

Aviation: Light aircraft risks < 1 000 000 euros

2.50%

Not applicable

Marine: Pleasure craft risks < 1 000 000 euros

1.25%

Not applicable

This means that GAREAT‘s premiums fluctuate in line with the property damage insurance rates
applied on the French market.
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Short term challenges facing GAREAT
Since the scope of GAREAT coverage is broader than that granted by the French State/CCR, which
precisely follows the provisions of Article L 126-2 of the Insurance Code, one of GAREAT‘s goals is to
harmonise its coverage with that provided by the French State since the risks excluded under the latter fall
back into the GAREAT‟s ―mutualisation‖ layer. Contingent business interruption insurance,
interdependency risks, rolling stock, New Caledonia and French Polynesia are all excluded from the CCR‟s
coverage. The intention is to discuss this issue with the Treasury during negotiations to renew the threeyear unlimited guarantee during 2012, unless it is possible before that date.
GAREAT will work closely with its members to obtain the information necessary for the ―geocodification‖ modelling‖ of its exposures.
A loss crisis management structure has been set up to register, monitor and quantify claims, to
measure the impact on the members‘ retentions in real time, to trigger the reinsurance protection, and to
pay members‘ claims as rapidly as possible. These measures still need to be coordinated with GAREAT‗s
claims contacts in the different companies and test an NBCR terrorism-act crisis scenario.
GAREAT has to monitor the developments of the Insurance Block Exemption Regulation — even if,
for the time being, the European Community considers that GAREAT does not fall within the scope of
Article 81.
Prospects for GAREAT
GAREAT is one of the few unlimited terrorism insurance pools covering all causes of damage,
including NBCR, guaranteed by the French State.
The three-year unlimited State guarantee, which will come up for renewal in January 2013, affords
continuity to insured parties, insurers and reinsurers alike.
GAREAT respects and monitors the development of European Community rules on competition.
GAREAT benefits from proactive governance, with supervision by the Board of Directors on market
issues concerning terrorism.
A public website, which is being made more ―user-friendly‖, provides information about GAREAT‟s
modus operandi.
To conclude, the speech made by Judge Bruguière makes it clear that we must work fast if we are to
be better prepared to respond to a hyper-terrorism loss; and we believe the OCDE‘s initiative of setting up
a platform consisting of representatives from the various terrorism schemes in place worldwide is the best
way to communicate, to ―brain-storm‖ together and move forward efficiently. Although the structures of
the different schemes are different and necessarily ―national‖ in character, it is essential to project them
geographically more broadly, since terrorist acts recognise no borders.
Were are particularly grateful to our friends in the OECD and in the ARPC in Australia for making
this conference possible.
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1. Background information
The Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros (Insurance Compensation Consortium - CCS) was
created immediately after the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) as a temporary tool to help the insurance
market deal with the overwhelming number of claims for losses caused by the aforementioned armed
conflict. The new mechanism was used for substantial claims such as fires that caused major losses in
Santander (1941), Canfranc (1944) and Ferrol (1944), and the devastating explosion of naval mines in
Cadiz (1947) and of an arsenal in Alcalá de Henares (1948).
In 1954 the Consorcio became a permanent mechanism available to the legally regulated insurance
market, and subsequently it was assigned responsibilities in several insurance fields according to market
needs: catastrophic risks (natural disasters and terrorism), export credit insurance, compulsory passenger
insurance; agrarian insurance, compulsory third-party motor insurance, etc.
2. Legal nature and structure
Spain‘s entry into the European Economic Community in 1986 required national laws to be adapted to
Community rules, which in the case of CCS meant a new legal status, a new organisational structure and
new operating methods. All of these changes are included in its 1991 Articles of Incorporation, which
resulted in CCS being established a public corporation attached to the Ministry of Economy and Finance,
with its own legal status and separate resources from those of the Government, and its insurance activity
governed by private insurance rules. The Consorcio retains its multifunctional nature, based on the
principles of cooperation and subsidiarity (non-competition) in relation to the insurance market in which it
participates, aside from the principles of flexibility and adaptation to needs.
The structure of the Consorcio is rational and decentralised, with headquarters in Madrid and a
network of 18 regional offices. Senior management consists of a Board of Directors, half of whose
members are managers of the most reputable private insurance companies in the Spanish market and the
other half represents Public Administration. The Chairman is the Director General of Insurance and
Pension Funds (the Spanish supervisory authority). Its operations are conducted by management authorities
organised in a General Directorate and subsidiary directorates: Directorate of Finance, Directorate of
Operations, Directorate of Systems and Information Technologies and the General Secretariat.
3. Catastrophic risks insurance cover
3.1. Covered risks
―Catastrophic Risks‖ include two types of extraordinary risk under the same cover system:
- Firstly, certain natural disaster risks, such as flooding (including coastal storm surge), earthquakes,
tsunamis, storms (including tornados and gusts of wind of over 135 km/h), volcanic eruptions and
meteorite falls.
- Secondly, political and social risks: terrorism, disturbance, rebellion, riot and sedition, as well as
actions by the armed forces and security forces in peace time.
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3.2. Obligatory cover
Coverage of catastrophic risks is compulsory in the policies of most branches of property damage, 1 as
well in personal life and accident policies. If the company issuing the policy does not expressly provide
this guarantee, CCS does so automatically. In practice, CCS always provides this cover, but it does not
issue its own policy: cover is based on the policy issued by the insurance company. Thus, this policy
includes two kinds of contract: the contract that includes cover for ordinary risks (fire, theft, etc.)
undertaken by the relevant insurance company, which applies its own rate; and the contract covering
catastrophic risks underwritten by CCS, for which an obligatory surcharge is made, which the companies
collect through their premiums and then pay on to CCS.
The insurance company thus issues and manages the policy; and, should there be a claim in respect of
any of the events included in the catastrophic risks category, the CCS manages the claims (including
damage assessment) and, if appropriate, pays the indemnity.
The fact that CCS covers catastrophic risks based on an ordinary policy issued by the insurance
company means that in claims the reference will be the same sum insured, the same protected interests
(property or people) and the same indemnity conditions as those specified in the policy (except for
deductibles and waiting periods, typical on the cover provided by CCS).
3.3. Indemnifiable damage, deductibles, and waiting periods
The system covers damage caused in Spain by events occurring in national territory. The exception is
that personal damage from events occurring abroad are also covered, provided the insured party resides in
Spain. Damage to property includes direct material damage, with a right to repair or replacement,
depending on the case; loss of profit, if this is included in the policy; and certain complementary expenses
(mud extraction, demolition, removal of debris, etc.). Damage covered for life and personal accident
policies include death, permanent and temporary disability.
Indemnities for direct material damage are subject to a 7% deductible on the indemnifiable sum,
unless the damaged property includes motor vehicles and housing units, on which no deductible applies.
There is also no deductible on personal damage. The deductible in cases of loss of profit is the same as in
the ordinary policy.
A seven-day waiting period applies for material damage arising from natural events.
3.4. Qualitative cover
A key feature of Spanish catastrophic risk insurance is that it is objectively defined and does not take
into account the qualitative aspect of the damage but the qualitative aspect of the event, given its special
nature and high loss potential. Thus, to indemnify the sum of the losses caused, the number of insured
parties that have suffered any damage and the geographical area affected by the catastrophic event, is
irrelevant. Accordingly, no official declaration of a catastrophe by an entity or authority is required for the
system to operate.

1

Fire, ordinary natural events, road vehicles (not third-party liability), railway vehicles, theft, glass breakage,
damage to machinery, electronic equipment and computers, finished civil engineering works, and loss of profit.
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Total claims distribution per causes (period 1987 – 2009)
CAUSE
Flood

3,108,091,857

Earthquake
Storms

PERSONAL
ACCIDENTS

PROPERTY

34,071,725
571,748,543

75.8%

4,019,570

0.8%

205,780

0.2%

5,155

66,538

0.1%

16,044,224

93,322

0.0%

Terrorism

317,641,011

7.7%

79,476,871

1,038,875

0.0%

163,800

68,795,324

1.7%

2,094,839

0.1%

4,103,575,495

100%

Mob
misbehavour
Acts of Armed
Forces
TOTAL

12,046,744

13.9%

Meteorites

Riots

4.8%

BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION

-

0.0%
94.5%

4,556,701

(*)

36.9%
0.0%
49.1%
0.0%
14.0%

0.2%

-

0.0%

0.0%

2,724

0.0%

159,899

0.2%

-

0.0%

84,092,458

100%

-

32,655,549

100%

Euros Updated
(*) Period 2004-2009

3.5. Financing of the cover
Catastrophic risk cover is not financed from public budgets but with the aforementioned obligatory
surcharge (premium) paid by the insured party. The surcharge applies to the insured sum in the ordinary
policy at a rate that depends on the protected interest.2 Insurance companies collect these surcharges with
their premiums and pay them on to CCS every month, withholding a 5% service fee.
The cover is also financed out of the profits earned on CCS investments.
The special nature and erratic behaviour of the risks covered require specific financial instruments to
make it possible to accumulate the resources needed to sustain the high loss potential of the events
covered. For this reason the Stabilisation Reserve was set up as a genuine catastrophes fund, which
receives favourable tax treatment on the net profit made each fiscal year. At the end of 2009 this reserve
stood at EUR 5,035 million.
Should the system be unable to meet its indemnity obligations, the unlimited government guarantee
would come into play, but this has never yet happened.

2

a) For property insurance:
a.1) Direct damage: housing: 0.08 ‰; offices: 0.12 ‰; business, shopping centres: 0.18 ‰; industrial risks: 0.21 ‰;
motor vehicles: rate according to type of vehicle (cars: EUR 3.50 per policy); civil works: rate according to type
(up to 1.63 ‰ for sporting ports).
a.2) Business interruption: housing: 0.005 ‰ on amount insured for material damage; other risks: 0.25 ‰ on
amounts insured for business interruption.
b) Accidents and life insurance: 0.005 ‰.
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Property
Property -- Loss
Loss Ratio
Ratio (period
(period 1971
1971 –– 2009)
2009)
YEARS

PREMIUMS

TOTAL
PAYMENTS

1971 - 1980

1,047,864,300

868,340,236

82.9%

55,203,529

1981 - 1990

1,565,661,132

2,275,676,395

145.3%

175,585,378

1991 - 2000

3,204,256,193

1,295,414,156

40.4%

157,325,178

2001

437,057,737

195,444,588

44.7%

32,356,889

2002

443,908,710

163,066,916

36.7%

23,986,786

2003

487,005,749

111,138,892

22.8%

3,578,608

2004

517,466,201

131,326,344

25.4%

4,482,311

2005

552,002,832

188,168,229

34.1%

8,072,387

2006

586,722,727

218,356,517

37.2%

48,744,386

2007

613,648,501

285,683,442

46.6%

5,828,014

2008

639,609,006

267,206,568

41.8%

25,946,254

2009

602,693,989

473,240,573

78.5%

10,810,702

10,697,897,076

6,473,062,855

60.5%

551,920,423

TOTAL

LOSS
RATIO (%)

TERRORISM
PAYMENTS (*)

Euros Updated
(*) Mob misbehavior included

PREMIUMS
PREMIUMS AND
AND CLAIMS
CLAIMS DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION
Property
1 –– 2009)
197
2009
Property Damage
Damage (Period
(Period 1971
1971
2009))

1,000
900

Million Euros

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
71

73

75

77

79

81

83

85

87

89

91

93

95

97

99

01

03

05

07

09

YEARS
PREMIUMS UPDATED

TOTAL PAYMENTS UPDATED
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3.6. Terrorism
In Spain, terrorism has been a significant risk to people and property since the mid-1970s. It is
PERSONAL
BUSINESS
covered
in the catastrophic
risk category and thus governed by the rules applicable to such
risks. The
CAUSE
PROPERTY
ACCIDENTS
INTERRUPTION (*)
damage indemnified for this risk includes a substantial percentage of the total amount of CCS indemnities
for
catastrophic risks.
Flood
3,108,091,857
75.8%
4,019,570
4.8%
12,046,744
36.9%
Earthquake

34,071,725
0.8%
5,155
Terrorism.
CCS indemnities
paid205,780
(1987-2009).0.2%
Updated amounts
in EUR

Storms

571,748,543

Meteorites
CAUSE

13.9%

66,538

0.1%

16,044,224

PERSONAL
0.0%
ACCIDENTS

93,322
0.0%
PROPERTY

0.0%
49.1%

BUSINESS
0.0%
INTERRUPTION (*)

Terrorism
317,641,011
7.7%
79,476,871
94.5%
4,556,701
14.0%
Flood
3,108,091,857
75.8%
4,019,570
4.8%
12,046,744
36.9%
Riots
1,038,875
0.0%
163,800
0.2%
0.0%
Earthquake
205,780
0.2%perpetrated
5,155
In recent years, 34,071,725
the two most 0.8%
serious terrorist
attacks were
by Islamic 0.0%
terrorist groups
Mob
68,795,324
1.7%
0.0%
2,724
0.0%
(bombs
in trains in Madrid
11 March 2004)
and by0.1%
ETA (on
30 December 2006
at Terminal 4
Storms planted on571,748,543
13.9%
66,538
16,044,224
49.1%
misbehavour

of
Madrid
airport).
Acts
of Armed
Meteorites

93,322
2,094,839

0.0%
0.1%

159,899

317,641,011
4,103,575,495
1,038,875

7.7%
100%
0.0%

79,476,871
84,092,458
163,800

Forces

Terrorism
TOTAL
Riots
Euros Updated

0.0%
0.2%
94.5%
100%
0.2%

4,556,701
32,655,549
-

- Casualties:

159,899 injuries
0.2%
personal

-

4,103,575,495

84,092,458
100%
-100%
61 material
damages

192

0.0%

- Wounded: 1.122

1.375 Claims

TOTAL

14.0%
100%
0.0%

2004, TERRORIST
ATTACKS IN MADRID
0.0%
2,724
0.0%

(*)
MARCH 11th,
MobPeriod 2004-2009
68,795,324
1.7%
misbehavour
Acts of Armed
2,094,839
- 0.1%
1.314
Forces

Euros Updated

0.0%
0.0%

32,655,549

100%

(*) Period 2004-2009

Total compensations taken on by CCS: 41 mill. €
Railway vehicles were (incredibly) NOT insured

DECEMBER 30th,

2006, TERRORIST ATTACK TO

TERMINAL 4 IN BARAJAS AIRPORT

Damages to airport terminal:
•
•
•
•
•

Parking:.................................. 21.50
Terminal & walkways:............... 4.50
Debris removal:....................... 3.25
Loss of profits:………………………….. 3.50
Miscellaneous:......................... 1.25
TOTAL:.................................. 34.00 mill. €

Damages to vehicles:
•
•

1,139 vehicles (around 12 mill. €)
CCS will take on damages under “all risks” and “glass
breaking” policies.

Total loss: 46 mill. €
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Supporting solidity and stability in the insurance sector
As of 1 May 2008, the terms of Belgian policyholders' insurance contracts have been adapted to
reflect the new legislation governing the way in which insurers are required to deal with the implications of
potential terrorist attacks. Under the solidarity-based system introduced by the legislation, the Act of
1 April 2007 on insurance against damage caused by terrorism (the Terrorism Act) serves as a guarantee in
terms of the solidity and financial stability of the insurance sector. Pursuant to the Terrorism Act, the
Terrorism Reinsurance & Insurance Pool – TRIP  was created on 1 February 2008 to provide insurance
and reinsurance coverage.
Although participation in the TRIP Pool is not compulsory, more than 90% of the insurance
companies are members of the scheme. Only members of the TRIP pool will benefit from the solidarity
and compensation system introduced by the law. The legislation therefore brings Belgian provisions into
line with similar initiatives both in other European countries and in countries further afield such as
Australia and the United States.
The purpose of the Terrorism Act passed on 1 April 2007 and which entered into force on 1 May 2008
is twofold, namely to compensate in a timely manner all insured persons who may suffer damage as a
result of a terrorist attack and to guarantee the stability and sustainability of the insurance sector. The Act
requires close cooperation between the public and private sectors as the key to addressing what is a
significant challenge for society as a whole. It sets out a comprehensive insurance solution to cover the
damage caused by terrorism, whereby the insurers themselves continue to manage and settle the claims
made by their insured parties. However, only insurers who are members of the TRIP pool will be able to
benefit from the solidarity-based system established by the Act, which makes provision for the distribution
(compensation) of the members‘ contractual obligations in case of acts of terrorism amongst all members
of the pool.
The Act is based on the Dutch system conceived by the Nederlandse Herverzekeringsmaatschappij
voor Terrorismeschaden (Netherlands Reinsurance Company for Terrorism Losses - NHT). The system
works on three levels: the insurers are the first to act, followed by reinsurers and ultimately the
government. The total annual indemnity for claims made on the basis of terrorism acts is limited to
EUR1 billion. This amount is indexed.
The definition of terrorism contained in Article 2 of the Act draws on various aspects of existing
definitions used in the insurance sector, including in the Royal Decree of 24 December 1992 on insurance
against fire and other hazards in respect of ordinary risks, the standard clause used for industrial risks, the
NHT agreement (the Netherlands) and the definition recommended by the OECD. In Belgian law,
terrorism is ―an act or threatened act organised in secret for ideological, political, ethnic or religious ends,
performed individually or in groups and intended as an attempt on the lives of individuals or to either
partially or completely destroy the economic value of tangible or intangible property, whether to impact on
the public, create a climate of insecurity or put pressure on the authorities in a bid to impede the running
and normal operation of a service or business‖. The above definition is relatively broad given that terrorism
can be totally unpredictable in nature. The definition, like many, is open to interpretation. For this reason,
Article 5 of the Act provides for the establishment of a Terrorism Advisory Committee whose main role
[Article 6(1)] is to determine whether an event falls under the above definition of terrorism.
To ensure consistency, Article 2 of the Act refers to existing concepts and states that the Act should
apply to all Belgian risks as detailed in Article 2(6)(8) of the Act of 9 July 1975 on the supervision of
insurance companies.
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Therefore, the Act concerns:


policyholders normally residing in Belgium or, if the policyholder is a legal entity, the premises
of the legal entity to which the contract applies in all cases not explicitly covered by one of the
points below;



property located in Belgium where the insurance policy in question covers buildings or buildings
and its contents;



vehicles registered in Belgium;



contracts taken out in Belgium where a given contract lasts for less than four months and covers
risks incurred during a trip or holiday, whatever the class in question.

The Terrorism Act makes provision for mandatory terrorism cover in so-called ―mass‖ insurance
policies held by virtually all citizens either as private individuals or as employees i.e. Motor TPL, Fire
simple risks, strict liability for Public places, Workmen‘s Compensation insurance, life assurance (classes
21, 22 and 23), Personal accident (class 1) and Health (class 2). Such cover is optional in other types of
insurance contracts such as, for example, insurance against Industrial fire risks, Motor Car comprehensive
insurance, Assistance and Legal expenses insurance. However, the Act does not apply to certain fields such
as third party liability in the area of nuclear energy, damage to nuclear facilities, railway rolling stock,
aircraft and ships, third party liability in connection with such vehicles and specific terrorism-insurance
policies. Furthermore, the Act does not apply to the theoretical cash surrender value of life insurance
policies (i.e. savings built up on life insurance contracts). In fact, it would make no sense to bring into
question the savings amassed by insured parties. With regard to the coverage of nuclear risks, the Act
states that only ―damage caused by weapons or devices that explode due to a change in the structure of the
atomic nucleus can be excluded from the insurance contract.‖ Specifically, this refers to damage caused by
nuclear bombs. Bacteriological and chemical risks must also be covered as a matter of course.
The Terrorism Act stipulates the maximum amount available to cover all events classed as "acts of
terrorism" during a calendar year as EUR 1 billion (i.e. on an annual aggregate basis). This amount is
linked to the consumer price index and equals EUR 1,078,202,030 as at 1 January 2010. This amount may
be amended by the King pursuant to a decree duly deliberated upon by the Belgian Council of Ministers.
The ―market-level‖ solidarity described above applies to all TRIP members throughout all insurance
classes whether or not they are directly affected by an attack. In addition, the Act states that for damage to
immovable property and/or its contents or for any damage resulting from said damage to immovable
property and/or its contents, indemnity is limited to EUR 75 million per insured party per insured site per
year. This is according to a provision which is specifically intended to cover fire insurance policies
containing special risks (industrial risks) and which was introduced to the Act to avoid the entire
EUR 1 billion being claimed by either a single company or in connection with a single property belonging
to a company. However, companies may take out specific insurance policies against the risk of terrorism
with a view to compensating for excess risks. The higher compensation payouts associated with such
policies are obviously not covered by the solidarity-based system established by the Act. The limit of
EUR 75 million does not apply to dwellings.
It should be stressed that the limit of EUR 1 billion is not applicable to workmen‘s compensation
insurance. The insurer must fully indemnify the individuals harmed or their claimants but also has the right
to appeal to the Workmen‘s compensation Fund (FAT/FAO) for amounts exceeding the percentage set by
the Committee and the EUR 1 billion.
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Where an event is likely to be classed as terrorism, the Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee
detailed in Article 5 of the Act is required to meet to determine whether or not the event falls under the
definition of terrorism given in Article 2 of the Act. This procedure can be initiated by the Committee
itself, the Belgian Council of Ministers or one of the members of TRIP. The Committee meets monthly and
must submit its decision within six months of the event potentially classed as an act of terrorism.
To ensure that claimants are compensated fairly (proportionally) and that the EUR 1 billion threshold
is not exceeded, the Committee is responsible for setting the compensation percentage rate to be applied to
all payouts covered by members of TRIP following an act of terrorism. If necessary, the Committee will
modify the percentage rate every six months. The decision on the final percentage will be taken by
31 December of the third year following the act of terrorism. The contractual obligations made by
members of the TRIP pool are limited to EUR 1 billion per year. This means that, if the total calculated or
estimated compensation exceeds that amount, the payouts will be limited to the ratio between
EUR 1 billion and the total amount of the payouts due for that calendar year. In the event that the threshold
is exceeded or there is not enough information to determine whether the available EUR 1 billion will
suffice to cover all payouts, compensation for damage to individuals will be prioritised. Compensation for
moral damages will be awarded after all other payouts. In practical terms, this means that the Committee
must set three percentages: one for personal injury, one for material damage and one for moral damage.
The Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee comprises representatives of the four ministers
concerned, a representative of the Coordination Unit for Threat Analysis and two TRIP representatives (the
Director - General Manager of Assuralia (the professional association for insurance companies) and the
Managing Director of TRIP). It is chaired by the Chairman of the Insurance Commission. A representative
of the Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission (CBFA) also sits on the Committee in an advisory
capacity.
Terrorism Reinsurance & Insurance Pool - TRIP
The non-profit association TRIP was established on 1 February 2008 pursuant to Article 4 of the
Terrorism Act passed on 1 April 2007. Its Articles of Association were approved by a Royal Decree dated
14 January 2009 (published in the Belgian Official Gazette on 28 January 2009) authorising TRIP to
perform the tasks incumbent upon the insurance sector in accordance with the provisions laid down in the
aforementioned Act. In addition, the Royal Decree of 31 January 2009 nominating two public-authority
representatives to TRIP in accordance with the Terrorism Act was published in the Belgian Official
Gazette on 9 February 2009. Representatives of the Minister responsible for insurance and of the Secretary
of State for the budget were duly appointed. Their job is to attend the Board of Directors and the General
Assembly of TRIP, although they do not have the right to vote.
The purpose of the association is to assign and distribute to its members the respective commitments
required in the wake of an event which the Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee detailed in Article 5 of
the Terrorism Act has determined is an act of terrorism pursuant to the definition detailed in Article 2 of
said Act. It is also responsible for collecting information on such damage and for negotiating and taking
out reinsurance cover on behalf of its members.
Accordingly, TRIP set up a pool for the purpose of compensating participating insurers providing
cover against Belgian risks for the financial effects of damages caused by an act of terrorism within the
meaning of the Act. The system to protect insurance companies is three-layered. The first layer makes
provision for joint and several indemnity amongst TRIP members in respect of claims, said indemnity not
to exceed EUR 300 million annually (i.e. a market (insurers) retention of EUR 300 million). The second
layer provides stop-loss reinsurance cover of EUR 400 million funded by TRIP members (EUR 478
million for 2010 following index-linking) (i.e. a reinsurance layer excess of retention up to EUR 700
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million, indexed). A third layer offers surety from the Belgian State in the amount of EUR 300 million
(i.e. a State layer excess of EUR 700 million up to EUR 1 billion).
The fact that TRIP's main purpose is simply to distribute the burden of any claims arising amongst its
members and to compensate the latter accordingly means that it is not required to hold technical reserves in
the event of a claim. Insurers themselves are still required to handle and settle directly any claims made
against them by their policyholders. Appropriate technical provisions are therefore held in insurers' own
annual accounts.
The Articles of Association of TRIP make provision for the following deductibles per event:
a deductible of 10% of damage costs paid for Special Risks (Industrial business). A deductible of 10% of
damage costs paid caused by a nuclear bomb for risks other than Motor third party liability, Strict Liability
for public places, Workmen‘s compensation insurance, Life assurance and Health insurance, with a view to
informing insurers about the underwriting of such risks.
The deductibles will be included in the calculation of the ultimate net loss of the pool to feed the
annual maximum limit and determine the impact on each layer. The deductibles are not cumulative and
cannot be charged to the insured. To facilitate communication, TRIP set up a website comprising both a
public-access area and a private section reserved for its members.
The members section can be used both to handle claims (i.e. determine the compensation for the
burden of losses amongst member insurers) and to request and amend the contributions payable to cover
the cost of reinsurance and the association's administrative expenses.
As at 1 January 2009, the association had over 70 members which, between them, represented over
90% of the insurance market. These members are both Belgian companies and companies operating in
Belgium under the ―freedom-of-services‖ (FOS) regime.
During its first financial year (2008) TRIP was notified by three of its members of a claim arising in
connection with the attack of 26 November 2008 on the Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, India in which a
Belgian insured died. The ―market-level‖ joint-liability mechanism set up by TRIP making provision for
distribution of the loss burden between all the association's members was enforced in 2009 after it was
determined by the Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee that the attack in question was indeed an act of
terrorism. In 2009, TRIP was not notified of any claim arising from an act of terrorism. The terrorist attack
of 27 November 2009 on a Russian train, the Nevski Express, travelling between Moscow and St
Petersburg resulted in numerous casualties. The two Belgian citizens on board suffered only minor injuries.
Following the failed attack on an Airbus 330 en route from Amsterdam to Detroit on 25 December 2009,
security measures have been stepped up at airports.
The Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee determined that the attack in Mumbai on
26 November 2008 was indeed an act of terrorism within the meaning of Article 2 of the Terrorism Act.
This decision was published in the Belgian Official Gazette. The Committee also set the compensation rate
at 100%. The Committee's Internal Rules of Procedure were also approved via a Royal Decree (Belgian
Official Gazette dated 12 August 2009).
Pursuant to Article 13(2) of those rules, "decisions taken by the Terrorism Claims Advisory
Committee are by a simple majority of votes cast by those members present or represented, excluding any
abstentions. If, following three votes taken at three different meetings, the aforementioned representatives
have failed to approve the proposed decision, a decision shall be taken by a simple majority of votes cast
by those members present or represented, excluding abstentions. In the event of a tie, the request or
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proposal shall be rejected. In calculating the majority, any vote cast in an advisory capacity by the CBFA
representative shall be disregarded" (translation).
The loss burden arising from the attack on the Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai totalled nearly
EUR 2.4 million for three insurers belonging to TRIP and pertained solely to bodily injury. The following
classes were affected by the claim: Workmen‘s Compensation insurance (class 01B), Workmen‘s
Compensation private complementary insurance and Personal accident (class 01A), Group life assurance
(class 21B) and Legal expenses (class 17). The claim was closed in all insurance classes with the exception
of Legal expenses. Details of total monthly claims and total quarterly claims as at the end of September
2009 together with those of financial compensation for damages were sent to the pool members via the
TRIP website.
The TRIP Compensation Fund IT application underwent extensive testing and thorough checks during
the course of the year to ascertain both how reliable it is and whether it meets the specifications approved
by the General Meeting. The details of financial compensation for damages and for correction of
reinsurance costs and TRIP operating expenses sent to all TRIP members revealed no errors, thereby
indicating that the system used is fully operational.
In accordance with the Articles of Association, debit notes in respect of financial compensation for
damages are payable by TRIP members within one month of the date of issue. Debit notes outstanding
after this time will be subject to the penalties detailed in Article 58 of the Articles of Association (interest
on late payments charged at the statutory rate and the CBFA notified of debit notes still outstanding 15
days after a reminder has been sent). Members complied with the stated procedure.
Future outlook
With regard to the legal and regulatory framework, also of note was Assuralia's proposal to make a
number of improvements to the Terrorism Act. A draft bill amending the Terrorism Act has been submitted
to the relevant authorities and includes the following priority amendments amongst others.






Group insurance: At present, employers do not benefit from the maximum limit of EUR 1 billion
and instead are still required to assume liability for the full supplementary-pension amount vis-àvis their employees. The draft bill seeks to resolve this situation.
It also proposes requiring institutions for occupational retirement provision (IORPs) to cover the
risk of terrorism to provide equal protection for affiliated persons, whether the pension scheme is
managed either by an insurance company or by an IORP. It also guarantees a level playing field
for IORPs and life-assurance providers.
The draft bill also details important clarifications as regards the Terrorism Act being applied
automatically to current policies.
Finally, it also proposes that the maximum sum of EUR 75 million per policyholder, per site and
per year detailed in Article 8(2) of the Terrorism Act pertaining to special-risks fire insurance
(goods and contents) also be index-linked in line with the consumer price index.

This proposal has not yet been adopted but Assuralia and TRIP approached the relevant authorities on
this topic several times. The Royal Decree of 31 January 2010 "stipulating specific indemnity limits cited
in the Act of 1 April 2007 on insurance against damage caused by terrorism (Terrorism Act)" was
published in the Belgian Official Gazette dated 18 February 2010.
Article 1 of this Royal Decree lays down the indemnity limits below which the Terrorism Claims
Advisory Committee is not required to meet. Article 2 also stipulates that the indemnity rate which TRIP
members must assume following an act of terrorism may not reduce any compensation awarded pursuant
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to the Act of 21 November 1989 on mandatory third party liability motor insurance (excluding
compensation paid to so-called "vulnerable road-users" who are victims of road-traffic accidents) to an
amount less than EUR 5 million per claim, regardless of the number of persons injured, in respect of
damage arising from bodily injury, and EUR 1 million per claim regardless of the number of persons
injured, in the case of material damage.
In connection with Article 1, both Assuralia and TRIP had expressed to the Insurance Commission
their opposition to the introduction of indemnity limits into the regulatory framework, arguing that such a
move would a) undermine the very solidarity system provided for by law, the spirit of the latter being that
said system should be implemented right from the outset, b) give rise to uncertainty on the part of victims
themselves and c) discriminate between small and large insurance companies. Insurers had also
underscored the importance of the Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee issuing a statement at the end of
each calendar year on all events occurring during the course of that year to enable insurers to determine
whether or not an event should be deemed ―unique‖ and to implement the solidarity mechanism. The sector
had tabled a concrete proposal on this matter. The fact that it is not a mandatory requirement for the
Terrorism Claims Advisory Committee to take a decision therefore indicates that victims of such an act
would not be protected under the Terrorism Act and that it would be the insurance companies concerned
which would be called upon to settle the claim in accordance with the terms of their policies, i.e. outside
the coverage and conditions provided for in the Terrorism Act. In addition to the inherent uncertainty of
such a situation, the latter could also give rise to disputes between insurers and insured and might therefore
slow down the process of compensating victims; such a scenario would fly in the face of the Terrorism
Act, one purpose of which was to put in place a framework to ensure swift and effective compensation for
victims of acts of terrorism. TRIP is currently monitoring the situation as a whole.
Conclusion
The system for compensating acts of terrorism, established by the Act of 1 April 2007 and managed
by TRIP, is undoubtedly a step forward. Indeed, it makes possible the insurance and reinsurance of risks
related to catastrophes while simultaneously reducing the economic vulnerability of the country faced with
the terrorist threat by ensuring the stability of the insurance sector.
However, the very principles that underpin the compensation system also reveal certain weaknesses.
Given that the process is based on an insurance contract that covers the prevailing terrorism risk at the time
of the claim, it disregards those victims who have no insurance contract to fall back on. Such victims are
forced to appeal to the Compensation Fund for Intentional Acts of Violence, which is not designed to cope
with large claims.
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Introduction
The objective of the Terrorism Insurance Act is to set up a scheme to provide insurance coverage for
losses arising from the damage to real estate, trains, cars and ships caused by acts of nuclear, biological,
chemical or radioactive terrorism ("NBCR terrorism").
The Act provides, through combined private and public sector intervention, a solution to the current
insufficient coverage for NBCR terrorism risks. The law is designed so that the State only steps in at the
point where the non-life insurance industry would suffer such great losses that even large companies would
go bankrupt, and only to the extent that the international reinsurance market does not have sufficient
reinsurance capacity to cover NBCR terrorism risks.
The Act consists of the following six elements:
1.

A reinsurance guarantee granted by the State.

2.

The Terrorism Insurance Council.

3. The non-life insurance companies‘ own risk calculated with due consideration of international
possibilities of reinsurance and the non-life insurance companies' overall capital position.
4. The annual risk premium that non-life insurance companies have to pay in order to build up the
capital required to cover the worst NBCR terrorism scenario.
5. The legal entity acting on behalf of the entire non-life insurance industry and charged with the
administration of premium collection and payment of compensation for losses as well as with the
application of the eligibility rules for participating companies.
6. A legal provision ensuring that no policyholders can escape participation in the restoration of the
terrorism insurance capital after a terrorist attack.
Market failure for NBCR risks
The Danish authorities consider it a matter of public policy that coverage for NBCR risks should be
available on the Danish market. Currently many Danish insurers are providing this coverage. However,
following the analysis explained in greater detail below, the Danish authorities concluded that there was a
market failure in the market for coverage of NBCR risks, in that there was insufficient reinsurance capacity
for these risks on the global market. If insurers were unable to obtain sufficient reinsurance, it was
considered likely that this could lead to insurers active in Denmark withdrawing NBCR coverage, as
indeed several insurers have already done, which would not be acceptable. In order to counteract this, the
Danish authorities passed the Act, which enabled them to act in effect as a reinsurer of NBCR risks, based
on the conditions described hereunder.
Prior to the approval of the Act, the Danish authorities conducted an assessment of potential losses
that Danish non-life insurance companies would suffer if NBCR terrorist attacks occurred. The analysis
was based on the scenario summarized in Table 1, which constitute the reference scenario for the Scheme.
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Table 1 Anthrax scenario
DKK billion
Property damage/losses

23

Personal accident insurances losses

1

Total of damages

24

Source: Own calculations.

On that basis, the Danish authorities quantified the impact of a number of terrorist scenarios on the
overall non-life insurance industry. These calculations and their outcome underpin the features of the
Scheme. In this exercise based on data from late 2007, the Danish authorities quantified, that 11 companies
representing a total market share of 17 per cent would be unable to meet the Act's requirement for a
sufficient capital base if the NBCR terrorist attack were to cost DKK 10 billion and a further 3 companies
representing a total market share of 0.5 per cent would go bankrupt. If the terrorist attack were to cost
DKK 23 billion, 20 companies representing a total market share of 58 per cent would be unable to meet the
Act‘s requirement for a sufficient capital base, while a further 9 companies representing a total market
3
share of 18 per cent would go bankrupt.
This indicated that the Danish insurance industry was not in a position to sustain any significant
NBCR event. The Danish authorities then assessed the possibility of buying reinsurance on NBCR
terrorism from the international reinsurance markets. The main conclusion was that reinsurance coverage
of NBCR terrorism losses only existed for very limited losses, mainly because the reinsurance companies
were unable to predict the consequences of a terrorist attack and thus could not set a price on the risk.
The Danish authorities discussed with Munich Re on 1 March 2005 their approach to covering
terrorism in property. The conclusion was that such covers could not be reinsured for risks with a total
4
insurable value above EUR 50 million. It can also be seen that NBCR terrorism is excluded.
These findings were subsequently confirmed by the international reinsurance broker AON which
concluded that they could not expect that it would be possible to create a reinsurance market for NBCR
terrorism losses. The reason was the limited ability to price such transactions. According to AON, capacity
has grown after 11 September 2001, but that at the time of the report - winter 2005/2006 – it was still a
seller's market. It is also stated that losses stemming from NBCR terrorism are excluded and that some
government-backed solutions for insurance against terrorism do include NBCR coverage.
The Danish authorities checked the information from AON report in October 2007 with General Re. It
was confirmed that NBCR losses were generally excluded from coverage, but also that the market had
become less uniform in the past two years. However, it could be possible to obtain minor coverage of
NBCR losses.

3

The same exercise was previously conducted in 2006. At that point 9 companies representing a total market share
of 16 per cent would be unable to meet the Act's requirements for a sufficient capital base if a NBCR terrorist
attack was to result in losses of DKK 10 billion. If such a terrorist attack were to cost DKK 23 billion, then 11
companies representing a total market share of 10 per cent would be unable to meet the Act's requirement for a
sufficient capital base, and 16 companies representing a total market share of 47 per cent would go bankrupt.
4
Total insurable value is a property insurance term which refers to the sum of the insured‘s covered property,
business income values, and any other covered property interests.
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How risk is calculated
The Scheme covers losses from NBCR events that exceed the own risk retained by the insurance
industry and their reinsurers. The maximum annual State guarantee of DKK 15 billion is based on the
assessment of the two largest loss scenarios and an estimate of the amount that the non-life insurance
companies would have to pay themselves and the amount that would be possible to reinsure in the
international market. Any losses that exceed the initial amount retained by the insurance industry plus
DKK 15 billion will not be borne by the State.
The Danish authorities have decided that the key consideration in the determination of the total excess
of insurance companies must be to avoid a total collapse of the industry, but the excess must still be high
enough that some non-life insurance companies may well risk bankruptcy. As a result, the State does not
step in until the point when the non-life insurance industry will suffer severe losses due to a terrorist attack,
but without becoming insolvent as a whole, and only when the international reinsurance market has been
stripped of reinsurance capacity for NBCR terrorism coverage.
The own-risk to be retained by the insurance industry is determined each year by the Terrorism
Insurance Council. It is based on the solvency position of participating insurers as well the availability of
reinsurance on international markets.
The assessment of the solvency position is possible through the submission, by Danish non-life
insurance companies, of information on gross premiums and statements of capital base and solvency needs
to the Danish authorities by 15 March every year. Based on that information, calculations are made
including all 121 non-life insurance companies to determine the amount from which the Scheme would
start covering losses.
In order to determine the non-life insurance companies‘ own risk, the Danish authorities test the
effects of the exposure of the non-life insurance industry as a whole to certain NBCR terrorism scenarios,
distributing the effects on all companies according to their share of total gross premium. The effect on each
company is deducted from the capital base. The reduced capital base is compared to the solvency need.
After this, some companies will still be able to meet their solvency needs, while other companies‘ reduced
capital base will be less than the solvency requirement but remain positive and some companies may lose
their entire equity capital.
The Terrorism Insurance Council will every year verify that the participating non-life insurance
companies have exhausted their possibilities to reinsure their NBCR risks in the international market.
Subsequently a recommendation will be made to the Minister for Economics and Business Affairs as
regards the following year‘s proposed retention amount. The retention amount refers to the magnitude of
the next year‘s total own risk of the non-life insurance industry.
The procedure by which this retention amount, and thus the threshold for triggering indemnities is
determined, reflects the availability of NBCR terrorism reinsurance in the international reinsurance market
on an ongoing basis as well as the solvency position of the insurers. However, should the availability of
NBCR reinsurance improve because the reinsurance companies become better at calculating the effects of
various loss scenarios in future, this would automatically be reflected in an increase in the own risk
retention, and ultimately retention could actually exceed the worst case scenarios, making the State
guarantee superfluous.
The Danish authorities consider that at this point in time the appropriate own risk to be retained by
NBCR insurers is DKK 5 billion.
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Participants
Participation in the terrorism insurance scheme is voluntary for both Danish and foreign non-life
insurance companies that do not write NBCR terrorism insurance. However, all non-life insurance
companies offering direct writing which have obtained authorisation by the Danish Financial Services
Authority and which cover NBCR terrorism risks on real estate, trains, cars and ships will automatically
participate in the Terrorism Insurance Scheme. That includes Danish non-life insurance companies and all
foreign companies that are not based in an EU country, Norway, Iceland or Liechtenstein. Other foreign
non-life insurance companies with registered offices in other EEA countries which write NBCR terrorism
insurance may adhere to the scheme voluntarily and there are no restrictions on them doing so.
Payment of risk-premium
As mentioned above, all companies in the scheme participate in the payment of the risk premium to
the State. Furthermore, the scheme must not be a charge on the government budget or increase taxes and
any participation by the State in covering the losses from a terrorist attack would have to be limited in a
way that ensured that the scheme would be self-financing over a number of years.
The risk premium was determined on the basis of an overall assessment of:




The maximum coverage of terrorism insurance based on NBCR terrorism scenarios.
An own risk retention by the insurance industry of a substantial size, which is above the costs of
any terrorist attack in Europe thus far.
A reasonable period to build up funds.

The result of the calculations is that an amount of DKK 22.5 million per year (or 0.15% of the
maximum covered amount of DKK 15 billion), which would accrue to DKK 15 billion in 80 years, was
considered appropriate.
Furthermore, the fee paid for the State guarantee varies with regard to the own risk retention of the
insurance industry. For each DKK 1 billion change in the own risk threshold, the fee will change by 0.01%
in the opposite direction. For example, starting from the original own risk of 5bn and fee of 0.15%, if the
own risk retained increases to DKK 10 billion, the fee falls to 0.1%. If the own risk retained falls to
DKK 1 billion, the fee rises to 0.19%. In addition, there will be a minimum fee and minimum own risk
retention. The insurance industry will always be liable for the first DKK 2 billion of losses while the fee
will never be lower than 0.1% of the maximum covered amount.
Refinancing
The scheme contains an additional clawback element. In the event that a significant NBCR terrorist
attack happened before the fund has reached the DKK 15 billion limit, the excess of losses over the amount
in the fund would have to be paid by all policy-holders, irrespective of whether they have NBCR terrorism
coverage or not through a tax that would be established.
As a result, all policy-holders (including those who were not covered against NBCR risks) would
have to participate in any replenishment of the fund, so that they are not able to speculate on being part of
the scheme and thus receiving coverage for a possible terrorist attack and subsequently move to a company
that decided not to be part of the scheme or exclude the coverage, thus reducing their future premium.
Thus, the structure of the scheme ensures that those companies that participate in the scheme and those that
do not are not treated differently.
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Impact on solvency
The scheme will not change the current solvency requirements of participating insurers. Under the
current framework to calculate the own funds necessary to carry out the activity, assets stemming from the
scheme can be used to cover technical provisions. The solvency margin calculations are generally
calculated on the basis of the higher of a percentage of the annual amount of premiums or contributions
and a percentage of the average burden of claims for the past three financial years.
The solvency requirements of participating insurers will be calculated in line with the Solvency II
Framework Directive, which enters into force on 31 October 2012, under which insurance and reinsurance
companies have to set capital aside to cover all quantifiable risks to which they are exposed. The directive
requires that such capital requirements are determined using a value-at-risk of basic own funds with a
confidence level of 99.50% over a one year period. This means that insurers will hold sufficient capital to
ensure ruin occurs no more than once in every 200 cases.
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2001-2010:
EVIDENCE FROM A DECADE OF TERRORISM INSURANCE MARKETS
IN THE UNITED STATES

“Insurance plays a vital role in America‟s economy by helping households and businesses manage risks. (…)
Insuring economic losses arising from large-scale natural and manmade catastrophes such as earthquakes,
hurricanes, and terrorist attacks poses special challenges for the insurance industry and for Federal and State
governments.”
The White House. Economic Report of the President (2007).

Introduction
Today there are millions of small and large companies doing business in the United States. These
corporations operate within a complex environment and face a large number of potentially catastrophic
risks that can seriously challenge their future, or even lead to bankruptcy. A better understanding as to how
these companies protect themselves against those risks is thus of prime importance.
In this context, this article discusses the question of terrorism risk insurance. More specifically, it
focuses on the evolution of the market for terrorism insurance in the United States from before the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001 (9/11 hereafter) to recent years. Before 9/11, terrorism risk was included as
an unnamed peril in most commercial insurance contracts in the United States. Quite surprisingly, even
after the London‘s bombing in 1992, the first al-Qaeda attack against the World Trade Centre in 1993, and
the 1998 bomb attacks on the U.S. embassy complex in Nairobi, Kenya that killed 250 people and injured
5000 others, insurers had not excluded this risk from their policies—nor had they specifically priced it
(Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan, 2004).
The shock of 9/11 led insurers and reinsurers to stop covering this risk almost everywhere around the
world or, when they did, charge a prohibitive price for it. In the United States, by early 2002, 45 states
5
permitted insurance companies to exclude terrorism from their corporate policies, leading to a call for
some type of federal intervention (U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee, 2002). A joint public-private
program, TRIA (Terrorism Risk Insurance Act), was established at the end of 2002, thereby creating a new
terrorism insurance market in the United States (see contribution by Jeffrey Bragg, director of the program,
in this volume). The program has been renewed several times since. In 2011, more than eight years after
the Act was passed, the market is now mature enough to analyze how it has evolved over time.
2. Looking back: A Significant Increase in TRIA-Insurance Penetration
Thanks notably to the passage of TRIA, which mandates that all insurers offer terrorism insurance
(commercial clients can then accept or decline the coverage), commercial coverage against terrorism in the
United States has evolved significantly since the end of 2001. Indeed, when the Council of Insurance
Agents and Brokers (CIAB) undertook the first national survey on the demand for terrorism coverage in
2002, 48 percent of the member group handling the largest accounts (customers who pay more than
USD 100,000 annually in commission and fees to the broker) indicated that fewer than one in five of their
customers had purchased terrorism insurance. Demand was even lower for smaller companies (less than
USD 25,000 in commission and fees to the broker), where almost two-thirds of the brokers indicated that
less than one in five customers were purchasing insurance against terrorism. According to another national
5

Workers‘ compensation insurance policies cover occupational injuries without regard to the peril that caused the
injury.
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survey by the CIAB a few months later, 72 percent of the brokers indicated that their commercial
customers were still not purchasing terrorism insurance coverage (Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan, 2005).
The proportion of firms insured against terrorism increased significantly in the next few years up to
about 60 percent in 2006, where it reached a plateau. As can be seen in Figure 1, data from Marsh, one of
the world largest insurance brokers, shows a significant and fairly continuous increase of the take-up rate,
6
from 23 percent in the second quarter of 2003 to 61 percent in 2009. Annual averages have evolved as
follows: 27 percent in 2003, 45 percent in 2004, 56 percent in 2005, 60 percent in 2006, and 64 percent for
the first half of 2007. Over the past two years, insurance penetration for terrorism coverage among
companies has remained around 60 percent. This might indicate that about six in ten firms have now
bought some coverage (we discuss these results in more details in section 4.1 that presents the data).
Figure 1. Evolution of the TRIA Insurance Take-Up Rates. March 2003-December 2009
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Sources: Author with data from Marsh

It is also interesting to observe how this take-up rate has evolved by specific industry sectors. In the
series of Figures 2 below we focus on six sectors as defined by Marsh: energy, manufacturing, education
(universities and school districts), real estate, financial institutions and transportation. They are ranked by
their take-up rate in 2009. Firms in the energy sector had the lowest take-up rate in 2009 with only 40
percent, far below the national average of 60 percent. Take up-rates in 2009 were as follow for the other
sectors: 47 percent (manufacturing), 65 percent (education; universities and school districts), 74 percent
(financial institutions), 75 percent (transportation), and 76 percent for real estate.

6

Data for 2010 are not released yet as I write this article.
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Figure 2.a. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates in the Energy Sector
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Figure 2.b. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates in the Manufacturing Sector
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Figure 2.c. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates for Universities and School Districts
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Figure 2.d. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates in the Real Estate Sector
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Figure 2.e. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates for Financial Institutions
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Figure 2.f. Terrorism Insurance Take-Up Rates for the Transportation Sector
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Several factors explain this trend. First, firms and their insurers have learned more about the nature of
terrorism threats and modes of attacks. New risk models have been developed, allowing for more precise
assessment of exposure. Second, there have been several significant attacks around the world since 2001
(the 2004 Madrid bombings, 2005 London bombings and Mumbai attacks in 2008, for instance), but no
new successful attack on U.S. soil. Furthermore, none of the successful attacks were comparable in
magnitude to that of 9/11. The threat may be perceived as being lower today. Third, and this correlates to
the second point, the market has witnessed a continuous decrease in the cost of terrorism insurance in the
United States. According to Marsh data, the median premium rate for terrorism insurance (as a ratio of
terrorism premiums to total insured value) was down from USD 57 per million (0.0057 percent) in 2004 to
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USD 37 per million (0.0037 percent) in 2008, and USD 25 per million (0.0025 percent) in 2009 (Marsh,
7
2005; 2010).
Note here that the true premium per dollar of coverage is much higher since many firms buy a
terrorism limit on their policy which is far below the total insured value; recent analyses reveal for instance
that the value insured against terrorism was about 50 percent of the total insured value (Michel-Kerjan and
Raschky, forthcoming). In another recent study, we show that in 2007, the average cost of terrorism
insurance for large companies across the United States was about USD 0.6 per USD 1000 of coverage. For
the exact same sample of companies we studied, we found that the cost of property insurance was about
8
USD 4.8 per USD 1000 of coverage, or 8 times more. In the same vein, Marsh (2010) evidenced that in
2008, firms in real estate, transportation and financial services paid a terrorism insurance premium that was
between 5 and 15 percent of their property insurance premium.
3. Moving Forward
The partnership between the federal government and the insurance industry through the U.S. terrorism
risk insurance program has thus had several benefits. It clearly helped overcome the major availability
challenge the country was facing in the aftermath of September 11, 2001. Today, about 60 percent of large
corporations have bought TRIA terrorism coverage, and that proportion has been stable for several years.
Meanwhile, other companies have developed dedicated captives to handle the possible economic impact of
another large-scale attacks or a series of medium-size attacks.
The no-cost up-front federal reinsurance provided to all insurers has had a tremendous impact on
lowering the cost of terrorism insurance for millions of firms across the country. One wonders, however,
whether this de facto free reinsurance (the federal government can recoup part of its payment against the
entire insurance industry after an attack, though) had an impact on insurer‘s market behaviour. Were
insurers willing to take on more risk and significantly increase their exposure knowing that they would be
9
responsible for only a portion of the loss?
To answer this question, my colleague Paul Raschky and I undertook a series of empirical analyses
based on recent market data. Our analysis compares how insurers‘ diversification behaviour varies between
property coverage (non-catastrophic risks, no governmental intervention) and terrorism coverage
(potentially catastrophic risks, with government intervention). We find evidence that insurers in the U.S.
are much less diversified across clients for terrorism coverage than they are for property coverage. We
interpret these results as tentative evidence for moral hazard caused by the governmental intervention
under TRIA (Michel-Kerjan and Raschky, forthcoming). This also means of course that TRIA as a public
policy has reached its goal of ensuring that much more capacity from the private sector is accessible to all
commercial firms that what would have been available without TRIA (as far as we keep in mind that the
federal government assumes a large financial responsibility here).

7

Somewhat surprisingly for anyone who would think that the U.S. is still a prime target of terrorist organizations, this
cost was found to be lower in many industries than the cost for firms in similar industries located in several European
countries (Michel-Kerjan and Pedell, 2006). As insurers in the U.S. were able to accumulate premiums since 2003
without having to pay any claim, they might therefore be more willing to negotiate with their clients towards lower
costs.
8
In the same study we undertake the first empirical econometric analysis ever done in the literature to determine the
price elasticity of the corporate demand for terrorism risk insurance under TRIA. We find that the demand
is actually more price inelastic (-0.24) than the demand for property insurance (-0.29). In other words, we
find that a 10 percent increase in price will reduce quantity of terrorism coverage by only 2.4 percent
whereas it will reduce the quantity of property coverage by 2.9 percent (Michel-Kerjan et al., 2011).
9
Their deductibles as defined by law at 15 percent, the remaining 85 percent being paid by the federal government.
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The continuous decrease in cost of terrorism insurance and the high exposure of the insurers and
government might be more visible the day after another major attack. Some insurers might then realize
they might have been too complacent in how they have handled their terrorism risk exposure in recent
years or charge higher prices that those we see today which result from competitive pressure that are well
known in insurance cycles.
A successful attack could happen soon. To those who would tend to believe that the terrorist threat is
under control in most OECD countries, it should be reminded that North America and Western Europe
were the targets of more than 60 attempts of large-scale terrorist attacks since 2001, even though many of
those were not made public for obvious national and international security reasons (Woo, 2011).
The terrorism threat is real and will be with us for many years to come. This acknowledgement
motivated the initiative of the heads of all terrorism risk insurance schemes of OECD countries, together
with the representatives from Israel and Russia and more than one hundred market and academic experts,
to meet at the OECD headquarters in Paris in June 2010 --under the auspice of the OECD Board on
Financial Management of Catastrophes I have the privilege to chair since 2008  and assess the various
options to manage the financial consequences of terrorism in the future. The creation in 2011 of the OECD
platform on terrorism risk insurance is a concrete step in that direction (see Preface in this volume).
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When the insurance industry partially withdrew its property cover just days after 9/11, it was reacting
in a way that clients could not understand — as reflected by newspaper headlines such as:
―Insurers sell umbrellas but collect them as soon as it starts to rain‖.
―Insurance industry reacts to terror attacks with terror‖.
Switzerland has suffered directly from terrorism only very rarely in the last few decades


Problems with the Palestinians in the 1960s;



The Red Army Fraction (RAF) terrorists tried to finance their terror in Germany by robbing
Swiss Banks.

As we have never had a major problem with terrorism on our soil, it is quite a challenge to explain to
a large client in Switzerland, why we can no longer cover fire damage due to a possible terrorist attack.
The Swiss government also concluded that the chances of Switzerland becoming a terrorism target are
low. Nonetheless, we have to be prepared — society, the government and of course the insurance industry.
Insurance penetration is very high in Switzerland; we even have compulsory insurance for bicycles.
Under our legislation however, insurance is primarily in the private-sector domain. The notion of
government acting as insurer is not even discussed in Switzerland. The government is expected to
intervene in extreme situations only; and in Switzerland this was not the case after 9/11.
Accordingly, on terror insurance we have also followed our principle of sharing the problem among
those concerned.
We had to start from scratch, by defining terrorism, since it is crucial for every insurance policy to
specify the ‗why‘ (trigger) as precisely as possible.
For more than 97% of customers, nothing has changed since 9/11. Risks of up to CHF 10 million are
still covered by the standard property policy.
For risks between CHF 10 million and CHF 100 million, we set up a market solution. This is not a
pool, but a standardised form of insurance cover developed by the Swiss Insurance Association (SIA) for
customers and insurers. The SIA not only defines the wording but also organises the reinsurance capacity.
The advantages of this solution are as follows:
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No need to buy capacity in advance, without knowing whether the market is ready to buy it or
not. We buy on a case-by-case basis in the reinsurance market;



Low premiums because more than 70% of the Swiss market participates;



Very low handling costs, because the transaction is directly between the insurer and the
reinsurance market;



High flexibility, since we can alter the risks and sums insured every year with no adaptation costs
(limits up from 100  250, 300  500, 900  1500).
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Of course it is competition-compliant, because the solution is available to every insurer on the Swiss
market (you don‘t have to be a member of the SIA). This allows for quite low premiums, and there are
different market prices for clients because the market solution only guarantees the same reinsurance
premiums.
What do we expect during the next months and years? There is no clear picture.
As we know — at least since the terrible crisis in the financial markets — Value at Risk (VaR)
thinking is not the method we should use to run our business and not the way we should advise our clients.
VaR entails a very dangerous shift from risk prevention to risk acceptance. Naturally, we have to
accept risks, but at least we ought to be aware of the possible consequences of the risks being accepted, and
this particular step is absent in the VaR method. We know the probability of a negative event, but we
cannot predict its severity.
And that brings us back to good old risk management: only accept risks whose consequences you
know and are willing and able to handle.
Risk managers in large companies are becoming increasingly sensitive to terrorism risks, while the
situation in terms of other risks is stable (on a very low level). Lower premiums can be expected as a
consequence of the market situation.
As we are in France, let me finish with a quote from Louis Pasteur, who once said: ‘Chance favours
the prepared mind’. Good advice – both for our clients and for us as insurance industry.
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Introduction
Due to a conjunction of increased potential magnitude of highly correlated risks and growing
unpredictability, modern terrorism is one of the most challenging risks for insurers and reinsurers in the
21st century. Before 2001, terrorism risk in Austria was considered by insurers to be manageable
regardless the exposure. Private non-life insurance routinely covered most terrorism risks related to
property loss in Austria.
Private insurance used to cover most terrorism risks related to property and casualty loss, generally
under fire policies which would provide compensation for fire and explosion damage of any cause (except
war). Not only was terrorism viewed as a manageable exposure, but it was usually considered so marginal
that the additional risk was not subject to separate underwriting and pricing in Austria.
As a short term market reaction after the 9/11 attacks, insurability was put into question. The 2001
attacks have revealed the considerable increase in the potential size of losses in comparison with a finite
market capacity. The drastic shrinkage of affordable insurance cover for terrorism risk immediately
followed the WTC attacks.
Market reactions after the September 2001 attacks indicated that insurance industry in Austria would
not be able in the future to manage new forms of terrorism risk under previous underwriting conditions.
Austria like all countries should rely, as far as possible, on the private sector to find solutions to the
coverage of terrorism-related risks. However, where there is evidence of private markets‘ lacking capacity,
indirect and direct government intervention may be considered as a means of increasing terrorism
insurance availability and affordability and to support private market operations and enhance market
efficiency. Any such government participation should be carefully tailored to avoid crowding out private
initiatives.
Direct government participation in terrorism risk compensation mechanisms, including some form of
public-private partnership, was considered as an option.
Under these circumstances a layered approach to terrorism risk coverage was advisable. This should
involve: the insured, through a deductible encouraging risk mitigation measures, insurers and reinsurers,
possibly through a private risk-sharing agreement such as a co-reinsurance pool, financial markets,
reinsurance, and the government acting as reinsurer (and/or possibly lender) of last resort.
Because of the potential magnitude, spread and persistence of damages caused by chemical,
biological, radiological and nuclear terrorism risks (CBRN), these exposures are for the time being
generally considered as uninsurable by the insurance industry and are excluded from most insurance
coverage. Several years after the WTC attacks, the proper role of Austrias government in the financial
compensation for terror-related losses (as for natcat losses) remains highly controversial. OECD countries
have different and sometimes diverging views on the appropriate level of government intervention in the
terrorism and catastrophe insurance markets, while the relevance of various types of direct and indirect
government intervention are still being discussed in several countries.
We do believe flexible public-private schemes, which involve a layered approach to catastrophe risk
coverage, appear as a promising institutional arrangement to address the potential magnitude of losses
involved but also the uncertainty characterising modern terrorism or major natcat events.
The first assessments of the terrorism compensation schemes implemented after 11 September in
particular highlighted that in most countries, government participation, possibly as reinsurer or lender of
last resort, may act as a stimulation for the private sector to come back into the terrorism insurance market
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after having suffered heavy losses. Government participation may also be a complement to private market
capacity, through the coverage of extreme risks that markets would not be capable to meet. It may
therefore encourage the restoration of terrorism insurance availability and affordability, increase terrorism
insurance penetration, as well as provide some stabilisation of market conditions. However, arguments
have been made that government backed schemes might slow down the emergence of purely private sector
alternatives, such as the development of mutual reinsurance pools for instance.
Goals
Following 11 September, Austrian insurers in the „Verband der Versicherungsunternehmen
Österreichs ― (VVO, the Austrian insurance association) set up a mixed co- and reinsurance pool
(Österreichischer Versicherungspool zur Deckung von Terrorrisiken) on 24 September 2002 starting by
1 October 2002.
The VVO‘s primary goal in setting up the new pool was to grant affordable property cover against
terrorism exposure, i.e. covering risks arising from an insured peril triggered by terrorism. The pool is open
to insurers and reinsurers writing business in Austria. Some 99% of primary insurance companies
participate in it, their share of the pool being prorated to their market share in property insurance.
The Austrian Pool represents the response of a relatively small advanced insurance market (regarded
before 11 September as facing a relatively low and infrequent terrorist threat) which, even with optional
terrorism insurance, would otherwise face a degree of market failure. The Austrian government has
decided not to offer a third layer of cover, in the form of a state guarantee, at the time being. The Austrian
Ministry of Finance has made clear that it welcomes the action taken by the insurance but wishes to avoid
any steps that could deter the private sector from taking measures itself to accommodate terrorism risks as
far as possible. In the period since its creation the Austrian Pool has not had to face a serious test or even
one single claim.
Definitions
No Austrian government declaration is required for an act to be recognised as a ―terrorist act‖ for the
purpose of the scheme. Instead, the VVO has drawn on the German definition developed by the GDV:
―Terrorist acts are all acts of persons or groups of persons with a view to achieving political, religious,
ethnic, ideological or similar goals, and which are apt to put the public or sections of the public in fear,
thereby influencing a government or public bodies‖.
Operation, Extent, Lines Covered & Perils Covered
Under the terms of the Pool scheme cover for terrorism risks (limited to the territory of Austria)
extends to all lines of property insurance business other than transport insurance, with a cover limit of
EUR 5 million per single event per year, and covers property insurance in respect of industrial, commercial
and private lines. A further EUR 20 million cover was available for an additional premium on request only
for the first year but is not offered any more since 2005. The Austrian Pool currently operates without a
state guarantee and offers cover totalling up to EUR 200 million without deductibles, in two layers:
1.

the first layer: market retention, up to an annual aggregate of EUR 50 million, to be co-insured by
direct insurers, in proportion to their market share;

2.

the second layer: reinsurance layer of EUR 150 million, up to a total annual aggregate of
EUR 200 million from ground up, to be underwritten by the international reinsurance market.
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Exclusions
The Austrian Pool is subject to the following main exclusions:


business interruption (except in respect of direct consequential damage);



liability;



marine, aviation and transport;



damage resulting from failure to supply;



damage due to biological or chemical contamination resulting from terrorist attack;



art insurance.

The following rating structure for reinsurance premiums has been mandated for the scheme:


for participants in the Pool: app. 0,4% of property premium (reserves and reinsurance included)



for non-participants in the Pool: from 2.25%o to 12.0%o of the sum insured.

Non-State Reinsurance/Retrocession
Given that the Austrian state is not involved, all reinsurance and retrocession is on a non-state basis.
Extent of Compulsion & Choice
Compulsory Terrorism Insurance: Terrorism cover remains optional in Austria for most lines, being
provided on a private, facultative and conditional basis. Exceptions are commercial passenger and third
party liability for aviation, railways and other ―no fault‖ liability classes, where terrorism cover is
mandatory.
Compulsory Pool Membership
Pool membership is optional, but app. 99% of VVO members (market share property insurance)
belongs to the Pool.
Period of Operation:
The Austrian Pool has been in operation since 1 October 2002. There is currently no terminal date for
its operation.
Conclusions
There is certainly no ready-made solution that governments should adopt to solve the problem of
terrorism and catastrophe risk coverage, and each arrangement will have to be tailored to the specific needs
of each market. What part of this risk will be assumed by individual and commercial policy holders, the
(re)insurance sector, potential investors on the capital markets, and the general population of taxpayers,
will eventually depend on national choices and trade-offs based on historical factors such as the past
exposure to terrorism, economic structures, social and political organisation, values and acceptability, as
well as projections on welfare optimisation in various institutional scenarios.
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Major pending concerns / prospects


Austria‘s pool can not be seen as adequate cover as compared to the level of terrorism risk



Private insurance lines are best covered, but are not the main target for an attack;



There are no changes foreseen in the terrorism insurance pool for the time being;



There are no changes to be seen in risk modelling;



CBNR are still excluded;



Alternatives to Austria‘s insurance pool are not discussed;



Private sector pooling mechanism is efficient but does not provide adequate cover without
governmental last-resort guarantees.
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HISTORY AND PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT

Terrorism: a global problem
Terrorism is one of the most dangerous and unpredictable phenomena of modern times, adopting
diverse forms and posing a threat on a very large scale. In many cases, terrorist acts cause loss of human
life and the destruction of material and intellectual values sometimes beyond repair or recovery; they also
stir up hostility between countries, incite wars, distrust, lack of confidence and hatred among social and
national groups, which are sometimes impossible to overcome within the lifetime of a generation.
The scale of terrorism and its national nature made it crucial to set up and develop the international
security system to fight terrorism, coordinate efforts among various countries on a long-term basis and at
the highest level, and set up international anti-terrorism organisations. Terrorist threats are steadily
growing in today‘s world; and different ways and means are used to deal with the consequences of terrorist
attacks — insurance is one of these. At the current stage of development of modern Russian society, the
government participates very little in compensating for damage caused by terrorist attacks; and where it
does, the amount of the compensation paid is completely inconsistent and incommensurate with the loss or
damage suffered by each person, enterprise, building, etc.
The terrorist threat today raises a systemic call for global order, in which providing security and safety
is a government function and priority.
The reasons for the development of terrorism include:


Globalisation;



The development gap between countries;



Heavy migration flows;



Growth of national self-awareness.

The Russian Anti-Terrorism Insurance Pool (RATIP)
RATIP is an association of insurers that pool efforts to provide insurance and reinsurance services in
respect of terrorism risks. The Pool was set up on 20 December, 2001 by six major Russian insurance
companies.
RATIP‘s mission is to provide insurance against the risk of loss or damage resulting from acts of
terrorism to legal entities and individuals residing in the territory of the Russian Federation, as well as
Russian to diplomatic missions and trade representations in the territories of other countries.
The voluntary ―terrorism‖ risk insurance system has been created and operates successfully in Russia.
The IT system is operating successfully and pay-outs have been made on insured events.
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RATIP today


Member companies: 20



Pool’s capacity: RUB 1.4 billion (maximum indemnifiable sum per event) which is equivalent to
approximately EUR 36.5 million.



Territory of insurance cover: RF, CIS countries, RF interests abroad

Several adjustments and alterations have been made since the Pool was established in 2001,
fundamentally changing the Pool and the way it works:


Replacement of the management of the Pool in 2005;



Board of Trustees of the Pool formed, with the view to participating in legislative processes and
monitoring compliance by the Pool‘s activities with the existing legislation;



Optimisation of the Executive Committee — improved the Pool‘s quality of work and
promptness of activities;



Launch of new IT system — making it possible to control and monitor the Pool‘s work on-line,
managed by the Pool Administrator ;



In 2010 Pool membership was reduced by 8 companies that failed to meet the financial
requirements in the crisis period. These are applicable and valid for all members of the Pool.

Since its establishment, the Russian Pool has covered the following types of risk:


Property of legal entities + BI;



Property of individuals;



CAR;



Marine risks;



Aviation risks;



Cargo.

The life and health of individual attack victims are not covered by the Pool. Terrorism risk may be
insured within standard accident insurance policies, but such risks are not covered by the Pool.
An event insured under the rules and regulations of the Pool triggers a criminal case under Article 205
of the Criminal Code of the RF or similar articles in CIS countries.
Insurance programs do not exclude the coverage of terrorism risk resulting from nuclear, radioactive,
biological and chemical effect or action.
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RATIP organisational structure


Participation in the law-making process



Control over the Pool’s compliance with laws and regulations

Board of Trustees



Supervisory Board
Alexander S. Gulchenko





Executive Committee
Elena A. Venevtseva

Definition of basic lines of development for the Pool, its insurance
and fee policy
Appointment of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board and its
members
Confirmation of results of all tenders held by the Executive
Committee
Admission/Exclusion of membership of the Pool, regulation of
membership
Preparation and processing of all work issues for approval by the
Supervisory Board



Preparation of the annual report for the Supervisory Board



Implementation of Supervisory Board decisions

How does it work?

Clients
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Insurance companies
- RATIP members

Insurance Pool by RATIP
member companies



Terrorism risk is insured only by Pool members working under common standards of reliability,
security and safety and confidentiality, which are compulsory for all.



To provide confidentiality, reliability and financial solvency in reinsurance operations, terrorism
risk is reinsured with the Russian Anti-Terrorism Insurance Pool.



An advanced IT system was specially designed for RATIP, enabling it to monitor and control the
Pool‘s activities and operations on-line.
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ANNEX: Examples of losses that have been covered by RATIP
Explosion at the National Hotel

The buildings of the Russian and Australian Embassies in Jakarta were severely damaged; 11 people
were killed, 182 gravely injured – fragment wounds, burns and contusions — after the massive explosion
in the city centre.
Compensation paid by the Pool amounted to EUR 200,000.
Explosion at the RF Embassy in Indonesia

A suicide-bomber blew herself up on Mokhovaya street in the heart of Moscow, beside the National
Hotel building, killing six people and injuring fourteen. The compensation paid by Pool members
amounted to EUR 140,000.
Explosion on the Nevsky Express train
At 21:34 local time (18:34 UTC) on 27 November 2009 a bomb exploded under high-speed Nevsky
Express train № 166 (electric locomotive ЧС200-010) travelling on the Moscow–Saint Petersburg Railway
at km 285 (between Uglovka and Aleshinka).* Russian officials originally claimed 39 people were killed
and 90 injured, but later revised the death toll to 27. Investigators found a 1m wide crater next to the
railway track and concluded that the device (equivalent to 7 kg of TNT) had exploded under, tearing off a
piece of rail over 50 cm long and derailing the locomotive and most of the carriages, which were travelling
at high speed, at the precise spot of the explosion. The last three carriages from the rear of the train ran off
the track. The third from last ran off the rails but remained standing on the railroad and did not decouple.
The second from the rear end did decouple, turned sideways and ran on for a few dozen meters on
assembled rails and sleepers. This was the carriage that suffered the most damage.
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The final carriage also came off the rails but remained upright. The front part of the train, including
the carriage third from the rear, ended up several hundred meters from the last two carriages. Criminal
proceedings were filed under Articles 205 (Terrorist Act) and 222 (Arms Trafficking, Explosives and
Blasting Devices) of the RF Criminal Code.
Total claimed loss – EUR 500,000.

*According to media reports.
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Introduction
Since 11 September 2001 the world has become aware that damage can be intentionally caused by
human acts on a hitherto unprecedented scale. As a result of the potential size of the resulting claims, as
well as the cumulative risk and any serial losses within a relatively short space of time, the limits to
insurability have been reached or exceeded.
In devising a solution for insuring losses resulting from terrorism, an attempt has been made to strike
a balance between the interests of the insured party on the one hand and the continuity of the insurance
business on the other. This has resulted in a solution through which cover for terrorism (as the underlying
cause of an insured event) can be maintained, albeit subject to a limit. The solution to insuring against
terrorism takes the form of the Nederlandse Herverzekeringsmaatschappij voor Terrorismeschaden N.V.
(NHT) [Netherlands reinsurance company for losses from terrorism] which allows the insurer to reinsure
the terrorism risk up to a maximum of one billion euros per calendar year for the entire insurance branch.
To secure the link between cover in the policy and reinsurance cover through NHT, the insurer limits
the terrorism risk cover in the policy to NHT‘s maximum capacity.
For insurance that relates to:


losses caused to real estate and/or the contents thereof, or



consequential loss to real estate and/or the contents thereof

A maximum of EUR 75 million per year per insured party per insured location will be paid out under this
contract for all participating insurers jointly, irrespective of the number of policies issued.
For the application of this clause, the insured location is defined as all objects insured by the insured
party that are present at the risk address, along with objects insured by the insured party not located at the
risk address whose use and/or purpose is related to business activities at the risk address. In practice, this
includes all objects insured by the insured party which are located less than 50 metres from each other, at
least one of which is located at the risk address.
To insure interests above this amount, insured parties are invited to contact an insurer affiliated to the
NHT.
The specialist reinsurance company for terrorism cover in the Netherlands, the Nederlandse
Herverzekeringsmaatschappij voor Terrorismeschaden N.V. (NHT), was set up in May 2003. The shares of
this company are 100% owned by Stichting NHT, which was founded by the Verbond van Verzekeraars,
the Dutch Insurers Association.
More than 250 insurance companies participate in the NHT, representing over 93% of all insurance
companies active in the Netherlands (measured in terms of gross premium income). NHT provides
reinsurance cover to insurers.
NHT operates in the wings: the insurance companies and insurance brokers continue to handle claims.
The NHT therefore has no direct contact with insured parties, but has a coordinating and supervisory role
in the settlement of insurers‘ claims resulting from terrorism.
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Objectives of NHT


offer a (limited) insurance solution to Dutch society in the event of a terrorist attack; and



at the same time assure the continuity of the Dutch insurance industry in the event of a terrorist
attack;



limit reinsurers‘ terrorism exposure.

Organisational structure

Capacity structure

Structure of Insurance
The ―clause sheet‖ plays a central role (see appendix for a complete version), and forms an integral
part of (almost) every policy issued by insurers operating in the Dutch market. It provides definitions of:


Terrorism as covered by NHT (1.1, 1.2, 1.3);



The type of insurance subject to NHT reinsurance coverage (1.5);



Limitation of the cover (2);
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Payment protocol (3), specified in the separate Claims Settlement Protocol.

Market capacity


EUR 400 million;



Mutual insurance/reinsurance pool based on solidarity among insurers;



Quota share based on market share;



Reinsurance is subject to a reinsurance contract between the insurance company and NHT as
reinsurer.

Retrocession Program


EUR 550 million placed in the retrocession market;



Direct placement by NHT (2010: 25%);



Placement by brokers consortium;



Rating requirement: A- at least;



Retrocession is subject to an Annual Aggregate Excess of Loss Retrocession Contract.

Risk assessment and modelling
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No dedicated risk modelling by NHT;



Once every two years a specialist company makes an analysis of trends in national and
international terrorism risks and terrorism threats (for the Board of Directors). The report serves
as a tool for NHT management when assessing the necessary capacity requirements. The analysis
was updated in 2010.
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What the law says
Fire insurance contracts covering goods in France (i.e. any tangible goods, property, contents, etc.), as
well as Automobile physical damage policies, must also cover damage ensuing a terrorist attack, whether
or not NBC, provided that such damage is incurred in France.
In case of a terrorist attack, the same deductibles and limits as per the fire cover apply in respect of the
comprehensive direct losses, meaning physical damage together with any decontamination costs and direct
consequential losses (such as business interruption directly caused by the physical damage incurred by the
insured tangible good).
Specific provisions apply:


for policies taken up by ―large‖ policyholders, coverage may be reduced (to a certain extent),



airborne, waterborne or railway vehicles, as well as cargo, are not subject to the mandatory
terrorism rider (with a couple of exceptions).

A terrorist attack is defined as an intentional offence, whether by an individual or an organization,
where such offence aims at seriously disturbing public order through intimidation or terror. Offences
include:


wilful attack on the life or physical integrity of persons, abduction, hijacking, etc.;



theft, extortion, destruction, etc., including IT-related offences;



the production, purchase, sale, import, export or keeping of weapons or explosive or nuclear
devices;



money laundering;



insider trading;



the introduction into the atmosphere, soil, water, foodstuff, etc. of dangerous substances;



consciously funding or otherwise aiding and abetting any of the above.

CCR is a limited company fully-owned by the French state (www.ccr.fr). By law, it may bind the
French state‘s financial guarantee in providing reinsurance coverage for terrorism risk as it relates to that
mandatory rider. The details, including compensation by CCR for the state guarantee, are set out in a
written agreement between CCR and the Finance Minister.
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Public Reinsurance
The above is the framework within which CCR reinsures:


the French terrorism pool for Large Risks ―GAREAT‖, by way of an unlimited stop loss cover
attaching at EUR 2 billion (one treaty for the whole market, on an occurrence year basis);



insurance companies on an optional basis in respect of Small & Medium-Size Risks, by way of
unlimited stop loss covers attaching at individually determined deductibles (no less than 20% of
premium income – individual treaties on an occurrence year basis).



with, in both cases :


no counterparty risk thanks to the state‘s financial backstop;



availability secured until 31 December 2012;



coverage regardless of where the terrorist attack has originated, since what matters is that
direct damage has been incurred in France;



NBC fully covered;



the scope of treaties issued by CCR is strictly aligned with that of the mandatory cover.

Additional public reinsurance of terrorism risk (on top of the mechanism described above)
The law says furthermore: CCR may also bind the French state‘s financial guarantee in providing
reinsurance coverage for hull or cargo risks (whether aviation, marine, rail, trucking, etc.) as they relate to
extraordinary circumstances comprising war, riots, civil commotion and other cases of serious trouble to
public order. ―Extraordinary circumstances‖ are construed as including terrorism.
Unlike the above, this provision is unrelated to any mandatory cover.
In that capacity, CCR provides additional reinsurance to GAREAT in respect of railway hull by way
of a separate stop loss treaty with a capacity of EUR 120 million. It also provides reinsurance cover to
individual Marine insurers, usually by way of unlimited proportional and non-proportional treaties (quota
share and stop loss).
Financials (reinsurance of the mandatory terrorism cover only in this section)
Premium income to CCR in 2010 will be close to EUR 55 million.
Since inception (January 2002 for Large Risks and January 2006 for Small & Medium-Size Risks),
CCR has accumulated net reserves at the end of 2009 of EUR 330 million.
As per the written agreement between CCR and the French state, the government‘s unlimited financial
involvement would kick in after market retention and CCR‘s own reserves have all been (nearly)
exhausted, which corresponds to a market loss of approximately:


EUR 2.2 billion in respect of Large Risks (being 2.0 billion GAREAT including its private
reinsurers + 0.2 billion CCR‘s own reserves),
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EUR 3.2 billion in respect of Small & Medium-Size Risks (being 3.1 billion market retention +
0.1 billion CCR‘s own reserves).

Further work
In order to improve the effectiveness of this mechanism, further work is desirable in the following
areas:
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improving data availability and quality on exposures;



modeling of exposures;



pricing;



how much funded cover (market and CCR) cover do we want going forward versus non-funded
cover (state‘s financial guarantee)?



should the scope of the mandatory coverage be extended to include bodily injury, contingent
business interruption, liability, etc.?



how do we harmonize the way cross-border exposures are dealt with?
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Introduction
The Pool Re scheme has been set up by the insurance industry in co-operation with the UK
government so that insurers can continue to cover losses resulting from damage caused by acts of terrorism
to commercial property in Great Britain.
Insurers that participate in the scheme offer terrorism cover as part of the relevant commercial policies
they issue when their policyholders request them to do so. Each member insurer must pay losses up to a
threshold, which is determined individually for that insurer. When losses exceed that threshold, the
member insurer can claim upon reserves accumulated by the insurance industry on a mutual basis within a
separate company, Pool Reinsurance Company Limited (―Pool Re‖). Should terrorism claims exceed these
reserves, Pool Re can, in turn, draw funds from government to enable it to meet its obligations in full,
regardless of the scale of losses.
History of the Scheme
Pool Reinsurance Company Limited was formed in 1993 following a series of terrorism incidents in
the early 1990‘s in London and elsewhere in England related to the situation in Northern Ireland at that
time. The cost of these losses caused insurers and reinsurers to focus on the difficulties of providing
terrorism cover for commercial properties, in particular the high potential cost of losses and the lack of any
reliable method of estimating what the future loss experience might be. Insurers depended on reinsurers for
financial protection should very large claims occur and, accordingly, both insurers and reinsurers decided
they could no longer provide terrorism cover using traditional methods.
Yet, any withdrawal of terrorism insurance that left areas of business unprotected would potentially
have had serious consequences for the UK economy. It became necessary, therefore, to devise a new
mechanism for providing this type of cover, without leaving insurers or reinsurers open to substantial
losses for which there was no reliable method of calculating accurate premiums.
During the latter part of 1992 it became clear that any new scheme would require the joint
involvement of the insurance industry and government. Following extensive dialogue, a suitable structure
emerged and the details of the Pool Re scheme were developed. The Pool Re scheme began operations at
the start of 1993 and was involved in claims arising from various terrorism incidents between 1993 and
2001.
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Previous terrorism incidents to which the scheme has responded include:
Date

Event

Losses incurred by Pool Re

April 1993

Bishopsgate, London

£ 262 million

February 1996

Docklands, London

£ 108 million

June 1996

Manchester City Centre

£ 234 million

August 2001

Ealing, West London

£ 5 million

July 2005

London City Centre

£ 10 million

1993-2001

7 Other events

£ 2 million

Total

£ 621 million

Since its start, the scheme has adapted to changing circumstances in the insurance market. The most
significant changes occurred after the attacks in America on September 11th 2001, which caused insurers
and reinsurers to reconsider the way terrorism insurance should be offered.
Until then, the conventional insurance and reinsurance market had been willing to dovetail the cover
they provided with that available from the Pool Re scheme. Pool Re‘s cover to member insurers was
restricted to damage caused by acts involving fire or explosion, and the international reinsurance market
covered other types of terrorism. After 9/11, however, reinsurers were no longer in a position to do so.
Had Pool Re continued with these restrictions, member insurers would have been unable to provide
their customers with cover for terrorist events not involving fire or explosion. In an attempt to avoid this
situation, there were discussions between representatives of the insurance industry, buyers of insurance, the
UK government, Pool Re and others. In July 2002 an agreement was reached to widen cover and amend
certain other features of the scheme in a way that responded to these changing needs. In particular, Pool
Re‘s cover was extended to an ―all risks‖ basis, and no longer restricted to fire or explosion. In addition,
exclusions relating to chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear attack were removed.
Operation of the Scheme
Most insurers providing commercial property and consequential loss (business interruption) insurance
in the UK are members of Pool Re and have agreed to offer terrorism cover, as defined under the scheme,
to any client or prospective client who requests it as part of the relevant commercial policy they issue.
The scheme is supported by most of the UK‘s commercial insurance providers, including many
overseas companies, captive insurers and Lloyd‘s syndicates.
On request by a policyholder, a member insurer participating in the Pool Re scheme will quote a
premium for the inclusion of terrorism cover. If accepted; the terrorism cover forms part of the commercial
property (or other relevant) policy. Alternatively, the member insurer may include terrorism cover within
its standard policy without the need for separate consideration by the insured. The cover provided is for
losses resulting from damage to property caused by an act or acts of terrorism. If the commercial insurance
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policy also includes business interruption then terrorism cover can be provided for this risk. Terrorism
cover must be issued for a maximum period of 12 months.
Premium collection and claim management is undertaken by the member insurers. Pool Re has a
programme of reviews, both technical underwriting and claims process to assist member insurers with their
compliance with the scheme provisions. The reinsurance agreement contains conditions precedent although
there are provisions to allow for inadvertent errors.
Members of Pool Re
All insurers authorised to insure losses arising from damage to commercial property in Great Britain
are eligible to apply for membership of Pool Re, regardless of their domicile. Most insurers operating in
the UK commercial property market are members. Member insurers of the scheme are not permitted to
underwrite terrorism risks for their own account.
Terrorism Insurance Premium
Pool Re charges member insurers a fixed terrorism reinsurance premium rate in accordance with
defined exposure locations. Member insurers are however free to decide the insurance premium for the
terrorism cover they offer their customers. As a result, different member insurers may give different
quotes. Although it is open to each member insurer to determine the price it charges, the most important
factors tend to be the total value of the property, its location and whether the policy is to cover property
damage only, or also business interruption losses.
Eligible Insurance Risks Covered by the Scheme
It is possible to cover most types of commercial property under the scheme: buildings, their contents,
site property, construction projects and plant and machinery. It is also possible to cover business
interruption and event cancellation losses arising from damage to such property. However, the scheme
does not cover property insured under marine, aviation or motor policies and it does not cover property on
licensed nuclear sites, for which separate arrangements are in place. Because the Pool Re arrangements are
concerned only with losses which follow from damage to commercial property, it does not extend to life or
personal injury. Nor does the scheme protect private property, although it can cover residential property
insured by a firm (such as a block of flats owned by a property company).
To be eligible for the scheme, the property must be located in England, Scotland or Wales; it does not
apply to property in Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands. The property must normally
be insured under a general commercial policy issued by a Pool Re member covering conventional fire and
explosion damage. Member insurers do not provide terrorism cover under the scheme on a ‗stand-alone‘
basis, i.e. in a policy covering terrorism only. If a policyholder decides to extend their policy to include
terrorism cover, they must cover all the property they insure. They cannot use the scheme to insure only
part of their property portfolio for terrorism.
Scheme Retention and Protection
Each member insurer pays losses arising from an act of terrorism up to a threshold. This threshold
comprises a retention for any single event, and accumulates toward an annual retention. Member insurers
who losses exceed these retentions may claim against the Pool Re, payable from the scheme reserves. The
level of retention is proportional to the amount of premium ceded by the member insurer of the scheme,
assessed on an annual basis.
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Once the schemes reserves are exhausted, Pool Re can draw funds against a retrocession agreement
with the government. There is no limit on this guarantee, although any funds used will be refundable
through collection of future premiums.
Pool Re does not purchase any other external retrocession protection.
An Act of Terrorism
Whenever an incident occurs that may be the result of an act of terrorism, there will be informal
discussions involving the Pool Re member insurers affected, Pool Re and HM Treasury. Once the facts are
known and it is established that the act in question falls within the definition, HM Treasury will issue a
certificate under an agreed procedure.
The scheme uses the definition of an Act of Terrorism contained in the UK Reinsurance (Acts of
Terrorism) Act 1993:
―…acts of persons acting on behalf of, or in connection with, any organisation which carries out
activities directed towards the overthrowing or influencing, by force or violence, of Her Majesty‘s
government in the United Kingdom or any other government de jure or de facto‖.
It should be noted that, whilst an event has to fall within this definition for an insurer to make
recovery from Pool Re, the policy issued by the member insurer is often written in much wider terms.
Incidents that do not fall within the definition of an act of terrorism under the Pool Re scheme may
nevertheless be covered under the relevant insurance policy. For example, most property policies routinely
cover malicious damage.
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Introduction
Since 11 September 2001 the world has become aware that intentional damage can be caused by
human acts on a hitherto unprecedented scale. As a result of the potential scale of the claim, the cumulative
risk and any serial losses within a relatively short space of time, the limits to insurability have been reached
or exceeded.
In devising a solution to insuring loss as a result of terrorism an attempt has been made to achieve a
balance between the interests of the insured party on the one hand and the continuity of the insurance
business on the other. This has resulted in a solution through which cover for terrorism (as the underlying
cause of an insured event) can be maintained, albeit tied to a limit. The solution to insuring against
terrorism takes the form of the Nederlandse Herverzekeringsmaatschappij voor Terrorismeschaden N.V.
(NHT) [Netherlands reinsurance company for losses from terrorism] which allows the insurer to reinsure
the risk of terrorism to a maximum per calendar year of one billion euro for the entire insurance branch.
To secure the link between cover in the policy and the reinsurance cover through the NHT, the insurer
will limit the cover for the risk of terrorism in the policy to the maximum capacity of the NHT.
For insurance that relates to:


loss to real estate and/or the contents thereof;



consequential loss to real estate and/or the contents thereof.

A maximum of EUR 75 million per year per insured party per insured location will be paid out under
this contract for all participating insurers together, irrespective of the number of policies issued.
For the application of this clause, the insured location is defined as: all the objects insured by the
insured party present at the risk address as well as all objects insured by the insured party not located at the
risk address whose use and/or purpose is related to the business activities at the risk address. As such, in
any event, this includes all objects insured by the insured party which are located at less than 50 metres
from each other and at least one of which is located at the risk address.
For insurance of the interests above this amount insured parties are invited to contact with an insurer
affiliated to the NHT.
The dedicated reinsurance company for terrorism cover in the Netherlands, the Nederlandse
Herverzekeringsmaatschappij voor Terrorismeschaden N.V. (NHT), was set up in May 2003. The shares of
this company are 100% owned by Stichting NHT, which was founded by the Verbond van Verzekeraars,
the Dutch Association of Insurers.
More than 250 insurance companies participate in the NHT. This represents more than 93% of all
companies that are active in the Netherlands (in terms of gross premium income). The NHT provides
reinsurance cover to insurers.
The NHT operates in the wings: the handling of claims remains with the insurance companies and the
insurance advisers. The NHT therefore has no direct contact with insured parties. The NHT has a
coordinating and supervisory role in the settlement of insurers‘ claims resulting from of terrorism.
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Objectives of NHT


to offer a (limited) insurance solution to Dutch society in the event of a terrorist attack;



simultaneously to assure the continuity of the Dutch insurance industry in the event of a terrorist
attack;



to limit reinsurers‘ terrorism exposure.

Organisational Structure

Structure of Capacity

Structure of Insurance
The so-called Clause sheet plays a central role. This sheet (see appendix for a complete version) forms
an integral part of (almost) each and every policy issued by insurers operating in the Dutch market. The
clause gives definitions of:


Terrorism as covered by NHT (1.1, 1.2, 1.3);



Type of insurance subject to reinsurance coverage by NHT (1.5);
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Limitation of the cover (2);



Payment protocol (3), specified in the separate Claims Settlement Protocol.

Market Capacity


EUR 400 million;



Mutual insurance/reinsurance pool based on solidarity among insurers;



Quota share based on market share;



Reinsurance is subject to reinsurance contract between insurance company and NHT as reinsurer.

Retrocession Program


EUR 550 million placed in retrocession market;



Direct placement by NHT (2010: 25%);



Placement by brokers consortium;



Rating requirement: A- at least;



Retrocession is subject to Annual aggregate Excess of Loss Retrocession Contract.

Risk assessment and modelling
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No dedicated risk modelling by NHT;



Once every two years a specialized company makes (on behalf of the Board of Directors) an
analysis of trends in national and international terrorism risks and terrorism threat. The report is a
tool for NHT management in assessing the necessary capacity requirements. An update has been
produced in 2010.
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As currently enacted TRIP shares losses with commercial lines carriers. When covered losses exceed
USD 100M TRIP payments to insurers will begin subject to deductibles and co-payments as outlined.
The President has proposed increases in the deductible and co-payments over time.
The President has also proposed that TRIP not be continued beyond 2014.
The purpose of the program was primarily to stabilize the US economy after the events of 9/11. More
specifically, it was meant to:


address insurance markets disruptions;



ensure availability and affordability of commercial P&C terrorism coverage;



provide transition period;



stabilize and build capacity in private market;



strengthen overall economy.

The program was intended to be temporary in nature and not designed as a ―bailout‖ of any industry.
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The program provides coverage for P&C commercial lines losses including workers‘ compensation.
Coverage is triggered when the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of State, and the Attorney
General together certify that an act of terrorism has occurred – be it a foreign or domestic generated act.
This terrorism generated loss must be greater than USD 5 Million.
The program trigger USD 100 Million loss.
The event must have taken place in the US, or a US foreign mission, or on a US air carrier or vessel.
Many changes occurred in act as Amended in 2007.
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Claims payments will be made electronically.
Insurers may seek pre-payment of losses provided they return to the US Treasury any interest earned
on pre-payments.
All claims will be subject to audit.
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TRIP does not charge premiums.
However, if there is a certified event which results in Federal payments, the Secretary of the Treasury
is required by the statute to recover some of the federal payments and may recover all government
payments depending on economic conditions.
In the event of a loss, affected insurers would pay their deductible and quota share. Treasury would
disperse funds to pay the remaining losses.
Treasury would then impose a surcharge on all commercial policies in order to recover at least the
insurance industry aggregate retention for the year.
Because of PayGo Treasury will not only collect up to the difference between the industry aggregate
retention and the amounts paid by insurers but must also collect an additional 33% of federal payments, for
the following reasons:


retention capped at 27.7 B;



time value of money over the recoupment period;



government receivables from other insurer sources may be reduced because of lower insurer net
income during the repayment process;



medical malpractice;



reinsurance;



life & health;
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crop;



financial guarantee; and



flood insurance have been excluded from the program since inception.

Since the renewal act of 2005, the following additional lines of insurance were excluded:


commercial auto;



burglary & theft;



surety;



farm owners multi peril; and



professional liability.

An insured loss must exceed USD 100M before payments under the program will be made. Payments
are subject to a 20% deductible based on the company‘s previous years written premiums. Companies will
also be required to pay 15% of the losses as a co-payment.
Coverage for NBCR is not required or specifically provided under the program. However, if State
Law requires coverage, TRIP will follow the fortunes of the insurance company as it complies with State
Law.
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Under Pressure – The Reinsurance Market in 2010
Easter Monday 23 April 1984. It has been a glorious Easter weekend and the hottest in Northern
Ireland since 1979. Today was the first full day of the Shell fuel tankers clearance. The tankers had been
hijacked by the Provisional IRA and C Company (us) was responsible for clearing and securing the area
before ATO (bomb disposal) could go in and start checking for booby traps and bombs. To the north, in
Londonderry a mobile army patrol was ambushed with petrol bombs and as the soldiers de-bussed from
their Land Rovers a terrorist sniper opened fire. One soldier was killed and another wounded by the
gunfire. A further five suffered burns. In the centre of Ulster in Lurgan, a large bomb exploded causing
substantial damage to the shopping centre and in Belfast another car was hijacked by masked gunmen.
Meanwhile, in London the siege of the Libyan Bureau entered its seventh day following the fatal shooting
of WPC Fletcher and the wounding of eleven people by a gunman in the Libyan Bureau. It had been a busy
weekend for the terrorists and that didn‘t take into account the Easter parades that always had the potential
to erupt into violence.
Terrorism and the threat of terrorism to me, my family and the army was always with us during my
fifteen years of military service in the British Army. The threat still stalks us, only today it seems to be
more dangerous, indiscriminate, fanatical and potentially much more devastating.
But enough of the personal war stories. How has the reinsurance industry weathered the general
financial crisis? Over the past couple of years I have likened the global financial crisis to a classical Greek
tragedy with its three acts of Hubris, nemesis and catharsis. Many of us hope that we are in the catharsis
stage, but concerns remain about the economic stability of the countries on the Mediterranean and Atlantic
peripheraries of the European Union; we may not be there yet.
Coming closer to the reinsurance industry, the picture does not appear to be as bad. Most insurers and
reinsurers reported strong results for 2009 and they seem to be mostly exercised with the problem of excess
capital. Indeed, it is notable that only one reinsurer died during the crisis. That was Lehman Re, a small
and not particularly significant reinsurer. It was killed not by underwriting failures, but by its parent, who
switched good quality, liquid assets for mortgage repos secured against often unfinished residential and
commercial properties in the Caribbean and on the US east coast.
It is true that some reinsurers had difficulties, but the number was small and the problems were caused
by risky activity on the asset side of the balance sheet. None of them required government handouts to
carry on. Indeed, at the peak of the crisis in October 2008, the reinsurance industry was effectively the only
source of external capital open to insurers. This is worth remembering today.
The aggregate capital of the Guy Carpenter reinsurance composite fluctuated quite wildly over the
course of the crisis. During 2008, the aggregate capital of this cohort decreased by 18%. Share buy-backs
and dividends represented a significant outflow of capital during the first half of the year when there was a
general consensus that the market had surplus capital at the beginning of 2008. However, it was the
decrease in asset values in the second half of the year that diminished the greater portion of value.
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The picture was almost exactly reversed in 2009. Substantial net income coming from the
relatively light catastrophe loss burden, the recovery of investment markets and capital-raising by
a small number of companies resulted in capital being restored to its pre-crisis level at the end of
2009. Little wonder that prices were down at the 1st January and 1 April 2010 renewals and that
many companies had either started or re-started share buy-back programmes. Several companies
had executed buy-backs during the first half of 2010 worth over USD 7 billion and representing
12% of their aggregate shareholders‘ funds at the end of 2009.
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The first quarter of 2010 was challenging with the tally of catastrophe losses exceeding USD 250
million totalling approximately USD 17 billion dollars compared with roughly USD 7 billion in 1Q09.
Yet this was not enough to absorb excess capital and lead to general price increases. However, estimates of
the cost of the Deep Ocean rig loss in the Gulf of Mexico were rising with at least one reinsurer suggesting
it could be as high as USD 3 billion.
In the terrorism sector, large reinsurance placements are usually behind government pools in countries
such as Australia, Belgium and France. These transactions are as large as USD 2 billion limits, confirming
that this is the preferred means of deploying capacity and at this size are comparable to some of the largest
natural peril covers. Terror markets have drifted downwards from the peaks that followed the 9/11 attacks.
This is similar to other low-frequency, high-severity lines where the combination of a passage of time,
absence of market defining losses and constrained reinsurance budgets converge and prices drift down to a
new and lower equilibrium of supply and demand. Another factor to consider is that pricing methodologies
for terror risks are comparatively less sophisticated than natural catastrophe methods, which provide a
basic under-pinning of technical pricing. Needless to say, market conditions change very quickly after an
event.
Guy Carpenter conducted an informal survey of the terror market in 2009. Its high level findings were
fourfold:
1.
Stand-alone terror deal flow has decreased over time due to price disconnections, passage of
time, more terror cover moving to the core reinsurance programme and higher priorities for reinsurance
expenditure.
2.
83% of respondents were seeking new or larger terror opportunities. Underwriters seemed willing
to commit more capacity, not least for diversification benefit, but low prices remained a hurdle.
3.
Reinsurers preferred geographically discrete risks. This is not too dissimilar to other catastrophic
perils where reinsurers seek to write a portfolio based on distinct and discrete geographies.
4.
Finally, NBCR10 was available from about two-thirds of markets. This was a surprise as NBCR
was very hard to find in the very hard market that followed 9/11. This suggested that appetite had evolved,
perhaps as understanding of the risk has increased, but price remained the key to unlocking capacity.
The possibility of the capital markets assuming terrorism risk through catastrophe bonds securities
remains a possibility. They have the advantage of spreading the risk to the broader financial markets and
because they are collateralised, credit risk is effectively neutralised. The chart from GC Securities shows
how the cat bond market has developed over the last one-and-a-half decades. Outstanding risk capital
totalled USD 12.1 billion at the end of 1Q10, down 14% from its 2007 peak. Whilst activity is not
expected to return to this peak in the near-term, investor demand appears to be strong. Two bonds were
issued in 1Q09 totalling USD 300 million covering US Gulf of Mexico and East coast hurricane and a
multi-peril issue.
Predicting the level of issuance is difficult as many factors are at work. However, the high level of
catastrophe activity in 1Q10 may ease price declines, which always favours cat bonds as an alternative and
the attractiveness of fully-collateralised, multi-year covers may also stimulate demand. GC Securities
believes that total issuance for the year could range from USD 4 to 5 billion, making 2010 potentially the
anything from the fourth to second largest year for cat bond issues.

10

Nuclear, Biological, Chemical, Radiological.
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This capacity has yet to flow into the terrorism market. Acts of terrorism present much harder
underwriting and pricing challenges than natural catastrophes and this applies equally to securitisation. The
inability to assess attack frequency, lack of predictive experience, correlation of loss to other exposures
such investment market disruption and, of course, potentially devastating loss remain serious impedimenta.
Equally important, has been the unwillingness of the rating agencies to assign ratings to terrorism bonds.
So for the time being, insurance linked securities do not appear to be a significant provider of terrorist
coverage.
So where does the reinsurance market stand as we speak today? In the short term supply exceeds
demand and the pressure on pricing is downwards with some local exceptions such as South American
earthquake, offshore energy and some professional liability lines. Repatriation of capital to shareholders
and some consolidation are also symptoms of this excess capacity.
In the medium term, we think reinsurers‘ earnings will be under pressure from low investment returns,
diminishing support from prior-year loss reserve releases, rising inflation and higher regulatory capital
requirements, especially in Europe. In theory, this should lead to higher prices as reinsurers try to cover
their rising cost of capital and make a margin.
Meanwhile, reinsurers tend to allocate fixed amounts of capacity to terror risks and gear it less
aggressively than natural catastrophe allocations. Consequently, should a major attack occur or even the
serious threat of an attack emerge, capacity could be depleted very quickly. In such situations, those
insurers that have already begun to explore reinsurance options may be better placed to secure the cover
they need in a rapidly tightening market place.
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What has changed since 2005?
The terrorism threat still looms large in many countries and the topic is high on the international
political agenda. That said, the past few years have not seen much movement on the terrorism insurance
front. This is attributable to the absence of any major terrorism attacks affecting the insurance industry.
The changes which could be seen were mainly market driven, i.e. they reflected the general market
softening combined with an increased risk appetite for terrorism. They were not the result of fundamental
changes in the risk landscape or the development of new cover concepts or products for this exposure.
A few additional terrorism pools have since been established such as TRIP, the Belgium terrorism
pool and its equivalent in the Netherlands. These are welcome signs of best practice solutions. Despite
these developments, terrorism does remain a major challenge for the insurance and reinsurance industry.
What still needs to be done
In the aftermath of 9/11, insurance and reinsurance for terrorism was a scarce resource. These days,
the insurance industry offers meaningful coverage against terrorism attacks – at least for property risks with a strong preference for pool solutions. We, as reinsurers, consider market solutions and privatepublic-partnerships the most suitable and sustainable solution for the challenge of terrorism coverage.
Unfortunately in many countries the take-up rates of these solutions remain at a very low level due to the
voluntary nature of some of the schemes. For the insurance industry, this is an unsatisfactory situation
because of the inherent and very pronounced risk of anti-selection as only the most exposed risks will seek
cover. This major shortcoming could be overcome if the risk pool could be enlarged by increasing the
number of covered risks, for instance by making coverage compulsory. This would create a real "risk
sharing community" as well as improve the stability and affordability of these schemes.
Another way to expand the risk pool is to open the schemes for additional lines of business. Most of
the current pool solutions focus too heavily on property business and do not take account of other lines of
business also exposed to terrorism such as workers compensation, life, engineering and marine. In our
opinion, it is important to look for holistic solutions, which take the overall exposure into consideration.
This would also enable the insurance industry to determine more clearly its total exposure to the threat of
terrorism and use its capital more efficiently. Ultimately, this will benefit all parties.
A further challenge for the insurance industry is that the scope of cover is not crystal clear in all cases.
One example is the mandated coverage for "fire following" in a handful of states in the United States –
irrespective of the cause of the fire – which consequently then would also apply after a nuclear terror
attack. Important here is an unambiguous definition of the scope of the cover and a clear and simple
structure. Unfortunately, some of the existing schemes are quite complex and their impact is difficult to
assess or quantify. TRIPRA (Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Re-authorisation Act) is a case in point.
The latter makes federal assistance available in excess of the insurers' deductible expressed as a percentage
of an insurer's direct earned premium over the twelve months immediately preceding the program year.
Modeling challenges
A key element for insurance underwriters is terrorism risk modeling. In the area of natural perils, we
have seen significant developments over the last twenty years or so. That said, measuring and managing
terrorism risk exposure by utilizing full probabilistic analyses is not yet possible. Whilst some progress has
been made in estimating the physical damage arising from a "conventional" terrorism attack and in
identifying risk accumulations with the increased use of geo-coding, there is still significant uncertainty
regarding frequency assumptions. This is because terrorist acts are intentional and not random and even the
best counter-intelligence and security measures can fail. Further challenges with regard to modeling are the
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possibility of multiple simultaneous attacks in several countries, new unexpected scenarios and a
continuously evolving risk landscape.
Some insurmountable obstacles
The above mentioned modeling issues are not the only obstacle the industry is facing when assessing
terrorism risks.
Due to the very different nature of the threat, the standard EML/PML (property) concepts are often
unsuitable for underwriting terrorism risks. From a risk management standpoint, a full limit view must be
applied regularly.
One essential pre-condition for providing terrorism (re)insurance coverage is the presence of a loss
limit for single events as well as on an annual aggregate basis. Without such a limitation, which allows the
(re)insurer to control and manage the exposure within a clearly defined risk appetite, a (re)insurance
solution is not sustainable.
Having arranged for appropriate limitations, a reinsurer has to aim for the most efficient deployment
of its available capital. Selling many stand-alone individual covers would be inefficient. The pooling of
terrorism risks at the source, with a clearly defined cover cap, is considered a superior solution.
Cover for nuclear attacks is likely to remain a niche product due to its outsized loss potential and its
heavy correlation with financial market risks. A major nuclear attack would probably deplete any terrorism
insurance scheme by far and large. This risk remains fundamentally uninsurable even if some compulsory
schemes currently provide (limited) coverage.
New solutions? - How creative should they be?
The challenges associated with underwriting terrorism risks raise the question whether there are other
possible risk transfer solutions for this peril. A critical feature of any alternative concept is its resilience. It
is of utmost importance that the cover remains available and affordable when it is needed most, i.e. in crisis
situations following a major terrorist attack.
In other market segments, the (re)insurance industry has developed alternative risk transfer methods
also involving the capital market. Such capital market solutions remain a viable option to increase
available market capacity provided there is an intersection between supply and demand. Thus far,
transactional activity has been rather low and only very limited amounts of pure terrorism risk have passed
to capital market investors. As with insurers and reinsurers, the perceived difficulty in modeling the
frequency and severity of terrorist attacks poses an extreme challenge for capital markets investors.
Furthermore, stand-alone covers would be quite costly. Thus the short-term potential for capital markets
capacity to supplement reinsurance capacity in a meaningful way is considered quite small. Over time,
capital market participation in terrorism risk may grow and make a meaningful contribution to capacity. At
the moment, however, the outlook is uncertain.
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Conclusions
As mentioned at the outset, the terrorism (re)insurance market has remained relatively quiet over the
last few years. Consequently, the established best practice solutions, as reported in the 2005 OECD report,
are still state of the art. Despite the progress achieved in recent years, we have to continue to drive
implementation of these solutions on a global scale. In a nutshell, this means "boxing" the terrorism risk by
(1) separating its risk transfer from other risks/perils, (2) pooling it and (3) limiting the maximum pay-out
per event and year.
Individual countries may consider re-assessing their current set-up and assess whether potential
alterations/simplifications to their schemes could make them more effective. Consideration should also be
given to whether a possible expansion of the risk pool, by increasing the number of covered risks and
applicable lines of business, would improve stability and resilience of these schemes. The insurance
industry would make best use of the scarce capacity by providing more comprehensive covers. Despite all
these efforts, some forms of terrorism will remain only insurable to a very limited extent, if at all - NBCR
is such an example. A continuation of the TRIPRA in some form beyond its current expiry date is therefore
an absolute prerequisite for a functional terrorism insurance market in the US.
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List of Speakers and Presentations
at the Conference
Terrorism in 2010: An Outlook
Main features of the terrorism risk in 2010


Keynote speech, Jean-Louis Bruguière (Former head of the judicial anti-terrorism unit, France).

Recent progress in terrorism risk modelling


CIPMA and modelling capability development for the ARP, Paul Trushell
(Director CIPMA Program, Attorney-General‟s Department, Australian Government).



The infrequency of major successful terrorist attack, Gordon Woo
(Chief Architect for the RMS Terrorism Model, Risk Management Solutions, United Kingdom).

Terrorism insurance market: where do we stand?
Terrorism insurance programs: overview, recent evolution, challenges ahead


The French terrorism reinsurance scheme, Christiane de Bondy (Secretary General, GAREAT,
France) and François Vilnet (Vice-Chairman, GAREAT, France)



Terrorism insurance programs: overview, recent evolution, challenges ahead, Dirk Harbrücker
(Member of the Executive Board, Extremus Versicherungs-AG, Germany).



Spanish terrorism insurance program: overview and recent evolution, Ignacio Machetti
(General Manager, Consorcio de Compensacion de Seguros, Spain).

The rationale for creating terrorism pools today: experience from Belgium and Denmark





The rationale for creating terrorism pools today: experience from Belgium and Denmark,
Marc Dierckx (Director, Terrorism Reinsurance and Insurance Pool [TRIP], Belgium).



The Danish terrorism insurance scheme, a walkthrough, Michael Holm
(Director, Reinsurance and General Insurance,
Finanstilsynet  The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, Denmark).
Power point presentations summarising papers included in this publication as well as other
presentations made at the conference are available on the OECD Insurance homepage:
http://www.oecd.org/daf/insurance.
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